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EXECUTIVE SESSION

FINANCE COMM4ITTEE BUDGET ALLOCATION REPORT REQUIRED
BY THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET ACT

EXTENSION OF THREE PROVISIONS DUE TO EXPIRE JUNE 30
RELATING TO FOOD STAMPS.FOR SSI RECIPIENTS, CHILD
SUPPORT, AND CHILD CARE STAFFING STUDY.

TAX AND TRUST FUND ASPECTS OF S. 1538, THE
BLACK LUNG BILL.

OTHER COMMITTEE BUSINESS

Wednesday, June 22, 1977.

United States Senate,

Committee on Finance,

Washington, D. C.

The Committee met, pursuant to racess, at 10:09 a.m.,

in Room 2221*, Dirksan Senate Office Building, the Honorable

Russell B. Long (Chairman of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Ribicoff, Byrd,

Hathaway, 'Moynihan, Curtis, Dole, Hansen, and Packwood.

Senator Talmadge (presiding). The next item on the

agenda is the Finance Committee budget allocation report

required by the Congressional Budget Act, and attachment A

is before you.
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Mike, you are recognized at this point.

Mr. Sterrn The Congressional Budget Act requiras

the Finance Committee, as well as all other committees --

Senator Talmadge. Will you please suspend until we

have order in the chamber.

The guests are advised that they Ire guests of the

committee. It is difficult, at best, to hear in this, huge

room, so I must ask you to refrain from audible conversation

and to keep it as quiet as possible so that we may hear

from our Staff Director. -

Please continue, Mr. Stern.

Mr. Stern. The Congressional Budget Act requires

each committee, after a budget resolution is passed, to

allocate the amount allowed that committee among the various

programs in the committee. Ordinarily at this time, you

would only do it for the upcoming Fiscal Year. But the

Budget Committee has also revised the figures for Fiscal

Year 1977, so we actually have two tables before you.

The Fiscal Year 1977 allocation figures I think present!

no policy issues whatever. They are simply allowances under

existing law.

In Fiscal Year 1978, there are amounts allowed for

new legislation. They are basically related to a bill that

has now passed the House and is pending before the Finance

Committee. It deals with a number of provisions relating to

ALDER ON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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public assistance and social services. In addition, th_

committee agreed several months ago to go along with the

President's proposals for budgetary purposes to save money

in rIedicare and Social Security, with the recognition that

if it were not possible, then it is not possible. But,

at least, an allowance would be made for those savings so

that if the committee does legislate in this area, it might

achieve those savings.

Brasically our recommendation is simply that we follow

the amounts that the Budget Committee has assumed. In filing

a report, this committee has adopted the practice of saying

_hat it will stick within the totals, and if it spends more

in on^ area, then it will find savings in another area.

So, we would simply recommend going along with the

Budget Committee assumptions and filing the report, both

for Fiscal 77 and for Fiscal 78.

Senator Talmadge. Any questions?

(No response.)

Senator Talmadge. Any objections?

(No -response.)

Senator Talmadge. Without obj-c ct ion, that is approved.

Mr. Stern. The next item, Item Number 3 on the' agenda,

is prelated to three provisions in the social service - public

assistance area which have a June 30 deadline.

The first of these relates to Food Stamp eligibilityv

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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for recipients of Supplemental Security Income. These are

payments for the needy aged, blind, and disabled persons.

If no action is taken,on July first Food Stamp

eligibility for SSI recipients will be based on an individual

assessment of a very complex set of factors which is generally

thought to be unworkable.

The provision continuing Food Stamp eligibility on the

present basis has b'een extended from time to time in the past,

and the House bill would extend it through the end of

Fiscal Year 1978.

We would recommend taking that provisio plus two other

provisions which I will describe in a minute, out of this

major public assistance bill that the House has passed and

enact those now so that you have the month of July to work

on,the balance of this much more complicated bill.

The second provision relates to child support. There is

a provision for Federal matching funds in the case of proviain

child support collection and paternity establishment services

for people who are not on the AFDC. That would expire

June 30.

We would recommend that you extend that through the

end ofithe next Fiscal Year also. The sheet before you

says October 1, 1979; we are recommending October 1, 1978.

The third item relates to an HEW study of Day Care

Standards. This study was to have been completed with a

ALDERSON REPORT:NG COMPANY, INC.
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report and recommendations submitted to the Congress by

June 30. HEW says it is not going to be able to complete the

study by than, and the House bill extends the deadline until

April 1, 1978.

We would recommend takin.g those three provisions out

of the public assistance bill and instead putting them on a

minor tariff bill. The one that we would recommend is the

one which allows the entry of carillons duty free for

Smith College.

Senator Talmadge. Why are you recommending that, like?

Mr. Stern. Well, there are three noncontroversial

tariff bills and that seemed to be the most innocuous of

the three. I would believe that the House would accent

these three provisions.

Senator Talmadge. Are you talking about that Medidaid

provision now?

Mr. Stern. No, sir. I have not yet brought that up.

I believe Senator Dole is going to bring that u.p next.

Senator Talmadge. Are there any questions, gentlemen?

Senator Moynihan.

Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say

that Mr. Stern discussed this with me and the Subcommittee

on Public Assistance will be holding hearings on H.R. 7200,

which, as Mr. Stern says, is a major piece of legislation.

~Ttis committee will want to look very closely at it.

ALDERSON P.EPORTING CO~MPANY. INC.
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In the meantime, the three provisiots he proposed t-lat

we deal with today take the pressure of time off the committeel

in dealing with the large substantive issues.

S-nrator Talmadge. Are you urging the committee to follow

Mr. Stern's recommendation?

Xr. Moynihan. I very much am, sir, I want--d to say

that the subcommittee will be holding hearirgs.

Senator Talmadge. Are there any questions?

(No response.)

Senator Talmadge. Are there any objections to following

the recommendation of Mr. Stern and advocated by ithe Chairm-ran

of the Subcommittee? |

(No response.)

Senator Talmadge. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Now I believe at amendment is in order at this time

on the problem that some states are having with Medicaid,

is it not?

Mr. Stern. Yes, sir.

Senator Talmadge. Did you want to put it or. that

same bill? Mr. Constantine?

Mr. Constantine. I believe that Senator Dole is going

to speak to that.

Senator Talmadge. Oh, yes. Senator Dole is recognizedi

,.Senator Dole. Thdnk you, Mr. Chairman.

I think I will just br4i-r refer to a statcament.

ALDERSON REFORT[NG COMPANY. INC.
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On ane 8, HEW announced that it reduced July Medicaid

payments for 20 states, and I might add, as Senator Moynihan

has pointed out, New York was one of the primary states,

as was Ohio and others. They are going to reduce Medicaid

payments to 20 states by a total of $142 million because of

noncompliance with statutory requirements for independent

medical review of Medicaid patients in skill nursing and

intermediate care facilities.

States such as my own will experience a substantial

reduction, although Zansas has a fairly high compliance,

though there are still about 13 which think arLe not in

compliance.

There is no need -- and I do not suggest that tier= is

not a need for patient reviews -- but I am concerned about

the severity of the reductions in terms of state budgetary

difficulties balanced against the need to assure that federaj.

funds are expanded only for patients receiving proper care

in the appropriate setting.

The statute requires that reductions take place unless

the states can demonstrate that they have all completed the

required review of all patients in all facilities. But

unfortunately, even though even though we have that statuts,

the present law does not differentiate between significant

and minor noncompliance.

For instance, in my own state of Kansas, 13 out of 385

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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were not reviewed on time; in New Jersey 2 out of 431; and

i2n Colorado, 11 out of 181.

I am just concerned that based on what additional
4'

information we have, we ought to give some time here to do a

major revision, and that is in the works. There have been

hearings on the House side.
C S7

The purpose of my amendment is simply to prevent

any reduction of federal matching to states in the quarter

I beginning July 1. That will gius us 90 days in which to
-:10

take appropriate action.

Senator Talmadge. I concur fully with what you have
12 suggested.

S13 I hav%..gone into this matter with the staff. There a

20 ',tates in noncompliance that will be penalized. Fortunatel,

Georgia is not one of them. One of Governor Busbee's biggest

problems down there has been trying to contain Medicaid.

As you know, last year this committee and the Senate

unanimously passed some reforms in this _rea. Unfortunately

the House did not have time to act.

2 20 Now the House has divided jurisdiction over that. The

Commerce Committee has jurisdiction over Medicaid and the

Chairman of the Subcommittee is Congressman Rogers.

Ways and Means Committee has jurisdiction over Medicare,

and that is chaired by Congressman '1ostenkowski of Illinois.

They have been holding joint hearings on the bill that

ALDEFSON PEPO RTING COMPANY. INC.
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I offered which the Senate passed last year. I think that

bill will be back to us within the next 60 days. So, the

amendment which you have offered will, I think, preserve

the states' integrity until that time. Then we can look into

the matter of reform more fully. I would suggest that we

follow that course of action.

Are there any questions?

Senator Curtis. Mr. Chairman?

Senator Talmadge. Senator Curtis.

Senator Curtis. I hope that we can accept Senator

Dole's suggestion and that also before long we can correct

the situation.

Senator Talmadge. I think we can in the bill that is

coming over from the House. They have held joint hearings and

things are moving very rapidly. That is the bill, incidentall'

that this committee originated.

Senator Curtis. In my statement there were 295 -ursingl

homes, and there were 5 which did not get their inspections

comleted. There were exteftwating circumstances in each

one. The money for all of them was held up.

Now they said they held it up because of an opinion

of the General Counsel. I think this committee ought to know'

what the law is so that we can change if it we need to.

I would like to ask the General Counsel to provide us

with-a copy of his opinion that compels them to withhold all

ALDERSON REPORTNG -COMPANY. [WC.
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of the money when there are only a few which are not in

compliance.

Senator Talmadge. The staff is directed to have thP

General Counsel submit that information.

I am informed that half of these 20 states merely are

in a technical noncompliance, rather than a real one.

Mr. Constantine. That was the Controller General's

opinion, Senator, from the GAO in the last year, that is,

that it was mandatory. In our review of it, it appears to be

mandatory.

The problem is that the House is going to correct that

and I believe we will want to correct it too when it comes

over here. -.

Senator ("urtis. I think it will be helpful if we have

the counsel's opinion.

Mr. Constantine. Yes, sir.

Senator Dole. Mr. Chairman, then if there is no

objection, I will offer the amendment, which simply is a

90 day extension.

I would like to make a part of the record to clarify

what has been stated a list of the states which will show

that some are very minor and that some have only one or

two which are not in compliance, but that they are still

penalized to the full extent..

The Chairman.(presiding). Witout objection, it is agreead.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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(The list of states provided by Senator Dole follows:)

COMMITTEE INSERT
'
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it to us.

Mr. Chabot. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Let me give a little bit of the setting. I am sure

that just about all of the members are aware that a number

of years ago the black lung program was enacted. That part

which was originally enacted is now called Part B of the

program., That is a permanent program which is financed

entirely from federal reven-ess. That is the expensive part

of the black lung program about which you are generally

aware.

Legislation was enacted a few years ago creating what

we call Part C of the black lung program, and it is Part C

that we are mainly concerned with in the bill that is before

the committee now.

Under the present structure of Part C, for all claims

that were filed after June 30, 1973 and approved for payment

aftgr December 31, 1973, the basic approach is supposed to be

that if there is a state workers compensation law that qualifi

under various standards set up in the act that is approved

by the Secretary of Labor, then the black lung payments are

supposed to be handled under that same law.

So far, not a single state has a law that qualifies

under those standards. So, as a practical matter, the entire

program is being run under what was contemplated as only the

backup part of the program when this was first anacted.

ALDERS~ON REPORTING COMIFANY. INC.
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Under that structure, if the Secretlary of Labor determin s

that a particular coal mine operator is the responsible

operator in a given black lung case -- and as I understand

it, generally that means that that is the operator for whom

that miner last worked in the mines, last worked for at least

one year. in -the mines -- in that situation, that op-erator

is responsible for the payments of the black lung benefits.

If a responsible operator cannot be found, then the

Labor DepartMIent.is supposed to pay those benefits out of the

general fund to the Treasury.

At the present time, substantially all of the benefits

under Part C are , in fact, being paid out of the general

fund of the Treasury.

Now, the bill that is before us, as reported out

from the Senate Human Resources Committee, would expand the

benefits of the program by making it more easy to qualify for

benefits. It would also provide that either directly or

indirectly, the entire costs of the program would be borne

by the coal industry. It would continue the concept of

responsible operator, and of course where there is one, that

operator pays the benefits. But the other costs that ars

now being borne by the generar fund of the Treasury would

instead be borne by a trust fund which is supposed to be

funded entirely from a tax on coal that would be imposed by

the bill.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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By the way, the present Part C program is also scheduled

to expire at the end of 1981, and another provision in the

Senate Human Resources Committee's bill would make the Part C

program permanent. The thing that is before the committes

is the tax provisions and the trust fund provisions.

One of the difficulties iif the committee's being able

to arrive at a decision, I am afraid, is the fact that we

have varying astimates on the costs of those parts of the

bill that increase the availability of benefits.

The Human Resources Committee, when it reported the billl

estimated the costs over the next five years as a total of

about three quarters of a billion dollars. When the

Department of Labor testified before Senator Byrd's subcommitt

the Department of Labor estimated the costs at almost double

that, or just shy of $1.5 billion over the next five years.

Senator Byrd. Mr. Chairman, if I might interrupt at

this point, I have a letter which I received today from the

Department of Labor which deals with the question of costs.

I think it might be advisable to make that a part of the

record.-

The Chairman. That will be done.

(The letter referred to follows:)

COMMITTEE INSERT
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Mr. Chabot. Let me say that after the staff meeting

which.Senator Byrd had referred to, there seemed to be a

general agreement fixing costs at an amount of about $1 1/3

billion over the next five years.

The Chairman. That would be about $250 million a year,

is that it?

Mr. Chabot. It would be just a little over that, yes.

Now that would not be the basic level of costs.

Over the first three years there would be a bulge, because

under the approach of the bill, the trust fund would assume

the obligation, would have to repay the general fund of the

Treasury basically for the Department of Labor's expenditures

since 1974. That would create a bulge that would be spread

out over the first three years, so that the current estimates

are that the normal range of expenditures would be somewhat

under $200 million a year, once this bulge had been taken

care of. But over the five year period, it would average

out, as the Chairman had indicated, to something over

$250,000 a fAir.

The trust fund obligations, because part of these '

costs would be borne by the responsible operators, would

under thqpe estimates come to just about $250 million a year.

It would be $1.2 billion over the five year period.

The bill in the form reported by the Human Resources

Committes would have imposed a tax, a three-tiered tax, on

ALDE SON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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coal, depending on its BTU value. I will go into a bit more

detail on this later. Now I will give you the overview.

Our estimate of the revenue that would be raised by

that over the first five years is a little Veer $900 billion,,

or just shy of $200 million a year. So, that tax would not

raised enough over the first five years of the program --

P
Senator Curtis. Which tax did you say?

Mr. Chabot. The tax in the Human Resources bill, the

tax on coal based on estimated BTU value. This would not

raised enough over the first five years of the program to

pay for the expected expenditures from the trust fund. Becaus{

of the fact that the tax would be at a rate which is more than

the basic normal expenditures of the program, I would guess

that somewheretout around 8 or 9 years the tax would probably

have gotten to the point where it covered the total costs,

if our estimates of cost are correct.

We have had some technical difficulties with the

precise structure of that tax, andwe have some alternatives

to suggest to you. Let me briefly indicate that one alternati

would be an ad valorem tax, that is, a tax based upon the

manufacturers sale price of the coal. We have estimated that

1 percent tax on the sale price would raise almost exactly

the same amount of money as would the tax- that is under.the

Human Resource Committee's proposal.

Senator Packwood. What is this tax you are proposing?

ALDERSON REPORTING CON1FANY, UNC.
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Dir. Chabot. It is 1 percent of the manufacturers

1 sale price for the coal.

Senator Packwood. The reason I asA is this. As I

understand it, black lung is caused more by deep coal mining

than surface coal mining.-

Mr. Chabot. Yes, sir. At least that is the general

7 understanding which we have.

Senator Packwood. Yes, that is the general impression.

4z3 91
I We have in Wyoming basically surface coal. Any kind of a tax

S1 that is levied the same on surface coal, based'on a tonnage

basis or otherwise, as levied on deep mined coal is dispro-

0 12'
portionately unfair to surface'coal.

Mr. Chabot. If you. are'focusing on the cause of the

0 problem with which we are trying to deal, as Senator Packwood

has indicated, there is a general feeling that the deep

mining, especially-the deep mining of the harder grades of

17 coal, seems to be more apt to cause black lung disease than

18' would surface type mining.

19 Senator Packwood. In this bill, S. 1538, it bases
C_

its tax on the BTU content.

21 Mr. Chabot. That's right, without regard to whether

it is deep mined or surface mined.

22 Senator Packwood. But by and large, isn't the high

24 BTU contett deep mined cal?

Mr. Chabot. The anthracite, which is hardest, is all

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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or just about all deep mined. The lignite, which is the

lowest, is all surface coal.

In the bituminous area, it varies. You can get

bituminous of various grade from deep mining and from surface

mining.

Senator Packwood. All I want to be sure of, Mr. Chairma

is that if indeed the theory 'of the tax .is to place the

cost on those who cause the problem, it is not fair to

treat surface and deep coal the same way. If it is just a

question of how to raise the money and spread it across the

industry, that is another matter. I believe we ought to

resolve that latter question first.

Senator Curtis. Does black lung disease occur in any

mining operations other than coal?

Mr. Chabot. I am not aware of its occurring any

place other than with coal mining. There apparently often

-is a question as to whether a person who has had a variety

of experiences in fact has had black lung disease or some

other- type of respiratory illness. My understanding is that

in those cases where lit is determined to really be black

lung disease, which they call pneumoconiosis, they concluded

in, I believe, all cases that that comes from exposure to

coal in coal mines.

Senator Curtis. The question I have in mind is wheth r

or not the mining for some other substance can produce the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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same disease.

Mr. Chabot. My understanding is that other diseases

may be produced, but not black lung disease.

Senator Dole. Would you yield there?

Senator Curtis. Yes.

Senator Dole. Does this have anything to do with

brown lung disease? .

Senator Hathaway. Isn't that what textile workers

get? I don't think it covers- that.

Senator Dole. Have there been any suggestions in hat

area? Have any studies been done on that?

Mr. Chabot. No, sir, we have not.

Senator Dole. I know that there have been some articles

written about that.

Senator Hansen. Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman. Yes, Senator Hansen.

Senator Hansen. I appreciate what Senator Packwood

says. I would have to agree with him. I thin.- that most

objective viewers would regard the exposure in an underground

4..mine to impose a more severe strain upon a person's physical

well being than a strip mining operation. Out of fairness,

it should be noted that I don't believe there is any record

at all of any incidence of black lung from strip mining,

as such, and if there is, I am unaware of it. We do have

black lung in Wyoming because we have had over the past years

L
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a number of underground mines, as the Senators know.

When we talk about BTU, it is true that the underground

mined coals generally are a little higher in BTU than is

the surface mined coal. So, everything else being equal,

if exposure just to a mining operation were the same -- and

I agree with Senator Packwood that it is not -- then it could

be argued that the higher the BTU, some compensation would be

made for the added exposure that might be involved. If

you were strip-mining coal with high BTU, you would have a

little more exposure, given the same period of time, as you

would again in a low BTU case.

There is one other factor, though. Aost of the coal the

is used nowadays is treated, pulverized, and broken up, so

that there may be further exposure in that regard. I am

just trying to be fair and to point out that there are some

arguments which might be contended for putting it on a BTU

basis. .So I come down on the same side that Senator- Packwood!

does.

I might ask, if I could, Mr. Chabot, for you to comment

at the same time on my amendment, which is S. 1656.

Mr. Chabot. Yes, Senator, I was going to get to that.

I wanted first to skim through, if you have the pamphlet

in front:of you, a few things first.

We indicated on page 3, Item II, the Issues. I was

going to skim through the Issues so that we could get an

ALDER~SON REPORTING CONIFA \Y. iNiC.
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ov rview of what was before the committee before h

committee started its decision-making. I just wanted to mpution

one more thing before getting to Senator Hanser's proposal.

This was that we have a trust fund before us. The

Treasury Department has raised some technical questions as

to the trust fund. The most significant policy question is

whether the trust fund should be permitted to set up an

insurance program for coal operators' obligations under the

payment system.

There are several other more technical points that

the Treasury Department has raised on the trust fund.

The fifth of the issues that are listed there weals

with Senator Hansen's proposal, which is embodied in S. 1656.

The proposal would create another category of exampt organizations

The exempt organization would be a trust that the coal mine

operator could set up to make contributions which would be

used to fund that operator's obligations under the responsiblal

operator por~ion of this system that I described before.

There was testimony before Senator Byrd's subcommittee

about the difficulties that a number of operators have in

security insurancA for their obligations. In soma cases, no

companies will write insurance for some of the operators.

In other cases, insurance will be written, but premiums,

especially in the case of companies which operate deep mi'-es,

can be remarkably high.

ALDERSON REPORTING COIMPANY. INC.
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There was testimony of at least one instance where the

21
premiums would amount to 28 percent of current payroll.

Under another part of the existing law, which would be

modified in some small respects by the bill, the Labor

7 Department has the obligation to require every operator to

amither take out insurance or establish that it is a

7 self-insurer of whatever its obligations might be under the

C 8 program. There is no part of the bill which deals with

the difficulties that people have in satisfying one or another

0 of these requirements, and Senator Hansen's proposal is addressed

precisely to those difficulties.

So, it is clearly an appropriate part of the

consideration that is before you.

Lenator Hansen. If you would yield at that point, I

would like to make a couple of observations to more precisely

define what the problems are.

A coaloperator, as it has been pointed out, either can

set up a program that will provide the assurance of benefits I

19 at a later date, or he can.buy insurance. The troubles

20 '-with buying insurance are pqrhaps three. One is that

insurance premiums can rise astronomicallv, and an operator

may have been paying insurance for 20 years and suddenlyII
23 get a notice from the insurance company that it will no longezl

2 insure anybody.-So, all of the money which he has put in

)or practical purposes is down the drain. That ought to be

ALDERiSON REPORTING CO.,1VPANY. INC.
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avoided.

I think the advantage of my amendment is this. I have a

letter from the Treasury Department which I would like

to have permission to include in the record.

The Chairman. (Nods affirmatively.)

Senator Hansen. They are opposed to the amendment,

feeling that it raises some issues, which I believe Mr.

[Lubig} would like to speak about later.

(The letter from Treasury referred to follows:)

COMMITTEE INSERT

- I
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Senator Hansen. Essentially, what my bill does is to

provide a method of financing claims against operators.

As I pointed out, an operator could carry private insurance,

but if he wanted to self-insure himself, then this bill would

provide him with the option of establishing an irrevocable

nontaxable trust fund. The money that would go into this

trust fund would not be taxable. The contributions to the

trust fund would be deductible, just as insurance premiums

would be.

There is no danger of using the fund -as a tax shelter.

The only use to which the income from this private fund could

be put would be for the payment of black lung claims.

I think it has a lot of advantages.

Now, I under'stand that yesterday the joint committee

raised questions on the employer trust fund, and the -potentia

revenu= loss from the deduction of contributions was brought

into view. I would respond to that concern by saying that

I would be perfectly willing to havesome limitation on the

annual contributions that could De made, such as percentage

of the value of the coal mined.

The second point raised by the joint comnittee was

that there was a doubt as to whether the fund would be

subject to ERISA limitations. I would respond to that concern

by saying that it would suit me fine to specifically provide

that the fund would be subject to ERISA fiduciary lL7iations.

ALDERSON REPORTIAG COMPANY. INC.
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I simply want to afford the industry, Mr. Chairman, an
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opportunity to do the tnings that it is required to do iy law

and to see that the funds that they put into the program,

if they want to set up an employer trust fund, would be

possible for them to do. - Whatever is reasonable, I am willing

to do.

The Chairman. How much limitation do you want to sugges-'

You said that you would be willing'to have a limitation on

the amount that they could put into the fund. -

Mr. Chabot. Senator, let me say at this point that

we have so little of an understanding as to precisely who woull

use the trust fund approach that we are not prepared to say

that there would be substantial revenue losses under itI.

It is conceivable that if the trust fund approach were used4

for example, pnly by people who would otherwise be paying

premiums to insurance companies, there might be no revemnue

loss at all. -They would be simply getting deductions for

contributions to the fund where otherwise they would be

getting deductions for contributions to the insurance company.!

So, we are not prepared to say that this proposal would involvi

any significant revenue loss, or even at this point, any

revenue loss at all. We just don't know enough akout how it

would be used.

So, for that reason, if the committee were to wish to

go along that line, it would be difficult to establish any
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limit in terms of tonnage. I would think that it would be

applopriate at this stage, with our lack of knowledge, to go

in terms of the actuarial requirements in accordance with

regulations set down by the Treasury Department.

Senator Hansen. I did not mean to imply that there

should be a limitation on the tonnage. I simply meant

a percentage of the value of the coal mined. I think that

what could be put in ought to be in direct proportion to

the amount of coal mined.

Mr. Chabot. 'The difficulty even there, Senator, is

that a company that may be mining relativ@1y little coal n6w,

but still be in the coal mining business, may turn out to

have very substantial liabilities because of miners who have

already left the mines. So, if you have your contrgbutions

limited to what the company is currently earning from coal,

that might turn out in some cases to be too'Vow -a limit.

Senator Hansen. It seems to me as though you.are trying

to go both ways. You may be successful in doing that, but

I don't know.

Mr. Chabot. That is why I am suggesting an actuarial

approach, whipx would be based on Treasury Department

regulations.

Senator Hansen. But how quickly could that be implemented?

Mr. Chabot. That I would not know.

Senator Hansen. Could you guess? Are you talking about

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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months or years, or what?

M1 Chabot. I would certainly hope that the Treasury

Department would be able to produce this in months, r

than in years, but I had better not talk for the Treasury

Department on this.

The Chairman, Look, why don't we just say, as the

S-enator suggested to begin with, that the Secretary may,

bV regulation, require or limit the amount that could be

put into the fund? Ordinarily, I would not like to leave the

regulations to the Secretary, but that would answer the

problem for the time being, and later on, when we get more

information, we canchange it to make it do that.

Senator Hansen. Well, that would suit me fine, if we
I

could include language which would limit the liability of

the miner in proportion to what he had been able to do.

I mean, if he wants to do more and Treasury says he can't

do more, then I don't think Treasury or anyone else ought to

come back later and say that you didn't put a ough in so

that you have a bigger obligation.

Now are you willing to agree to that kind of propositiol?

Mr. Chabot. Yes. I would assume that this would not b

in terms of minimum funding standgyds. I would assume that

it is up to the Labor Department to decide whether or not

the operator has set aside enough money, and that is part of

the basic operation. It is the same sort of decision-making

ALDE=SON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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that they go through now in determining whether or not you

have adequate insurance and whether or not you can be a

self-insurer.

The Chairman. I thought he was talking about a maximum

limitation?

Mr. Chabot. I was talking about a maximum.

The Chairman. That's what I thought.

Senator Hansen. That's what I thought, too.

The Chairman. Then we all agree. Why don't we just

say that the Secretary may, by regulation, if he deems it

appropriate, set what the maximum limitation could be on

what one could set aside in the fund to protect the miners.

Mr. Chabot. Uh-huh.

Senator Talmadge. Wo~ld the Senator yield at that poin ?

Senator Hansen. Yes.

Senator Talmadge. Isn't it true now that all of these

payments come directly out of the federal Treasury?

Senator Hansen. Absolutely.

Senator Talmadge. How can the government lose money

on a deal where you are going to shift the responsibility

from the taxpayers to the coal miners?

Senator Hansen. Now I don't know how th ev can. Here is

an industrY*that is trying to do somethingt;to help itself

and I gather that Treasury find fault with this, and it amazes

me.

ALOERS~ON REPORT[NG COMPANY, ;INC.
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The Chairman. I really think they are trying to

coope.rate with you.

Senator Hansen. Maybe so. Perhaps I misread it.

The Chairman. At least Mr. Chabot is trying to cooperate

with you, it seems to me.

(General laughter.)

The Chairman. If we modify it as suggested, that fills

in the blank spots in the amftendment and I don't know why we

should not agree to it.

Mr.- Chabot. Let me suggest two other points, Senator.

One is the question of the restrictions against self-dsealing

and other types of fiduciary limitations.

As I said, at this point there Labor Department people

to whom we have spoken do not- know whether that sort of

trust fund would come under the Labor title of ERISA.

That title would provide for various fiduciary requirempnts.

The reason for the uncertainty is there is a definition

of employee welfare benefit plan, and it appears that this

provides the sort of welfare benefits that would be included

under it.

But there is also a provision that plans set up solely

to comply with Workmen's Compensation laws are exckuded

from ERISA, and the people there tell me that at this point,

since the concept of these Obligations, of these coal mine

operator obligations, are so much like Workers Compensation

ALD-ERON RE'-POR;G COMPANY. fC
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laws that Ithey are not sure whether that causes thss plans
21
0 to be outside of ERISA.

So, what you might wish to do is to, in effect, come

to a policy decision that fiduciary obligations ought to be

two setus of fiduciar
imposed, that you don't want to impose ty

.~ 6
- obligations, one through the tax law and another one applying

C 7
to the same plans through the labor laws.

Under these circumstances, you might leave it up to the

staff, and if we conclude that the labor law ERISA limitation=

10
do apply, then that is it and that will satisfy those

obligations. If we conclude, with the concurrence of the

Labor Department, that the labor law limitations don't apply,
z

~~ 12
then we will draft up a similar set of limitations to be

applied through the tax laws. So, you will end up with one

sat of limitations.

At this , oint, I cannot tell you whether the labor

law limitati6ns apply.

Senator Hansen. I think, Mr. Chairman, as Senator

Byrd has pointed out, this is rather unique and novel

legislation. We make some presumptions, as we did a few

years ago, that anyone who has worked in a mine for 25 years

has black lung, period; that he does not require any

23
examination or doctor's certification; that if he has worked

there, he has black lung.

I think that Senator Randolph wanted to expand that

ALIDEizON REPORTING COMP'ANY, INC.
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definition to include asthma, emphysema, and lung cancer,

along with a doctor's definition. I would not speculate

on what might happen there.

Really, we have put quite a burden on Treasury, as you

know, and a further burden on operators. I am simply trying

to get something done to bring some relief now to those

operators. I hope we can work it out this way.

Senator Byrd. Would the Senator yield?

Senator Hansen. I would be happy to yield.

Senator Byrd. As I understand your proposal, there is

no way that a company could benefit from this. The trust func

can be used only to pay black lung benefits.

Senator Hansen. Right.

Senator Byrd. It cannot at any time revert to the

company.

Senator Hansen. That's right.

Senator Byrd. It's an irrevocable trust.

Senator Hansen. Right.

Senator Byrd. I support the suggestion of Senator

Long and Senator Hansen.

I do submit for the record a letter from the American

Insurance Association which opposes Senator Hansen's bill.

I ask that that be put into the record.

(The letter referred to follows:)

COMITTEE INSERT
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The Chairman. Well, should we vote on the amendment?

Senator Curtis. May I ask a question first?

The Chairman. Of course.

Senator Curtis. These standards that are in ERISA,

which you are not sure whether or not they apply, do they

have to do merely with the investment policy of the trust

fuxd?

Mr. Chabot. No, sir. The major standard that I think

we should be concerned with is to avoid what we in th e

past have called self-dealing between the trust and the emploler.

For example, if the employer were to make a contribution to I
the trust, then turn around and borrow it back from the trust

the employer still has the money. He would be paying interest

for it, but he gets a deduction for the interest as well

as for the contribution that he has made, even though he stil 1

has the money.

It would be that series of limitations that I would be

most concerned about.

The fiduciary provisions, however, of ERISA go far

beyond that and impose various obligations on trustees, and

do impose obligations on investment policies as well as

dealing with self-dealing.

Senator Curtis. In fact, they probably go farthzr

than is necessary here.

Mr. Chabot. I would suspect so.

ALDERSOCN REORIG COMPAN Y. INC.
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Senator Curtis. Your fund here can only be used for

one thing, to pay these benefits.

Mr. Chabot. 1 would assume that if the decision was

that it does not come under ERISA and that we should draft

a tax limitation, we would not be anywhere near as compr:2hensi

in the tax limitations as the ERISA proposal.

Sanator Curtis. Does this proposal for which we are

asked to approve the tax benefits enlarge the scope of the

program?

- Mr. Chabot. This proposal -- no, sir. The overall

bill does, but this proposal simply is a method of meeting

the coal mining operators obligations under the program.

Senator Curtis. I know, but we are imposing the tax

to do that. I think we have to look beyond that.

Mr. Chabot. Senator, if I may interrupt for just one

moment, the Part C program has two parts and will continue

to have two parts. If a responsible operator is determined,

in the case of a particular claimant, than that rzsponsible

operator has the obligation of making all the payments.

What we are talking about now in Senator Hansen's

proposal deals only with that responsible operator obligation.

The general tax part would be to deal with the other part

of these obligations, that is, where there is no responsible

operator that can be determined.

So, you have the tax par- spreading the obligations to

.ALOEFRsON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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the industry as a whole; but then th=ra remains the p2art

that falls on specific coal mine operators. It is the specifi

coal mine operator obligation that Senator Hansen's amendment

is going to.

Senator Curtis. Yes. But what I am asking is this.

In the payment of benefits, does this proposal, which comes

from the other committee, enlarge the program or liberalize

it in any way?

Mr. Chabot. Yes.

Senator Curtis. In what way?

Mr. Chabot. I would ask Mr. Humphreys to comment on

that.

Mr. Humphreys. It has a number of features to it that

enlarge the benefits under the program. The most significant

of them is th'-at it authorizes the Labor Department to draw

up new definitions of what constitutes disability and how you

determine whether an individual is [disabled].

The Labor Department estimates that that change will

result in increased benefits, both federal responsibility and

the individual operator responsibility, of $800 million over

the next five years.

Senator Curtis. Is that the usual custom in laws of

this kind, that they let disability be determined by regulatiot

or do statutes fix that?

What is the pattern in Workmans Compnsation Law and

ALDEFRSON REPORTING CO-.P1ANY. INC.
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what is the pattern in this program prior to that?

Mr. Humphreys. Previously, I believe, the standards

were supposed to be about the same as Social Security's.

Mr. Guttman. Mr. Chairman, if I may, under the black

lung bill, the Department of HEW was given authority to

prescribe the definition. They prescribed two sets of

definitions. One is the so-called interim standards, which

were applicable to the claims filed in early 1972 and 1973,

which are substantially more liberal in their so-called

permanent standards, which are applicable to the Part C

program.

Under this bill, the Labor Department would be authorize

to revise those permanent standards.

Senator Curtis. My question is this. Have we done

this in any other program, that is, granted to an executive

agency the authority by regulation to define disability, or

is it usuallydone by statute?

Mr. Humphreys. I understand that it is generally a

matter of statute, although this involves both the standards

and how you apply them. I would imagine that some parts of

how you apply them are a matter of regulation in programs

such as Social Security, for example.

Slnator Curtis. So, it is an additional delegation of

authority to the Labor Department?

Mr. Humphreys. Yes, sir.

ALDERSON R-=PORTIN.G COMPANY, INC.
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Senator Curtis. Now, in what way does it ,-nlarge thes

benefits or liberalize the program?

Mr. Humphreys. The assumption under that part of it is

that under these new standards, more miners and survivors

would qualify than under existing law. It also includes a

number of other provisions. One is a prohibition against the

Labor Department's challenging X-ray findings of the

claimant's own radiologist, provided that the.X-ray is

basically clear and so frth; that the Labor Department wouldi

not be permitted to have their own experts challenge the

claimant's radiologist's finding that the X-ray shows the

existence of disability.

The Labor Department now estimates that to cost

$250 million over the next five years. They earlier estimatec

that there would also be an $800 million cost, but they are

assuming that they will be able to better train the claimants,

radiologists.

Senator Curtis. Did they establish in the hearings a

good case for taking the position that any L!t of evidence ,

cannot be refuted by the opposing side?

Mr. Humphreys. The Labor 'Department opposes that particulaz

provision of the bill.

Senator Curtis. Did the hearings establish any reason

for putting it in there?

It seems- like a rather auser law to me to say that one

ALDERSON REPORTING COMP.44NY, INC.
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side can submit evidence but that another side cannot refuts

it.

Maybe there is something about the history of the case

that I do not know about, so I do not want to unjustly critici

it.

Mr. Humphreys. I believe the main argument is simply

on the basis that it has taken a considerable amount of time

to go through this reinterpretation process in the past. I

don't know of any other rationale for that.

Senator Hansen. Senator Curtis, you were not under the

illusion that my amendment addressed that question, were you?

Senator Curtis. Oh, no.

Senator Talmadge. Would the Senator yield?

Senator Curtis. I yield.

Senator Talmadge (presiding). That,'of course, is

outside the purview of our jurisdiction. Our jurisdiction

relates solely to the tax aspects of it.

Senator Curtis. Yes, but because of'the jurisdiction

which I exercise here, I want to know what a tax is going

to be levied for and to be sure it has certain elements of

justice, and so on. We cannot change that part of the bill,

however, I agree with that.

Senator Talmadge. Are we ready for a vote, gentlemen?

Senator Hathaway. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question.

SEnator Talmadge. Senator Hathaway.

ALDER~iCN REP0RTI,'G CONIPAPNY. N4C.
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- Senator Hathaway. What happens to the trust fund under

your bill if the company goes out of business?

Senator Hansen. My understanding would be that the

amount of money in that trust would remain in the trust and

would be subject to call by anyone who could show a relationsl

between employment in that company and his future health

and well being. If the company went out of business, it woulc

not change any of the terms of the trust as'far as its

guaranteeing moneys to pay claims to a person who had been

employed by the company. That would be my feeling.

Senator Talmadge. Who would be the trustee, Senator

Hansen?

Senator Hathaway. They would have to set up a separate

trustee in the first place, wouldn't they?

Senator Hansen. I would presume so, though I am not

an expert in trusts.

Senator Hathaway. Would your.bill call for that?

Senator Hansen. Yes. I would assume that thers is a

pattern that is well established that would be useful h

Senator Talmadga. Would there be any objection to

making the Treasury Department or the Labor Decartmant a

trustee?

Senator Hansen. I personally would not have any. Let

me seek a little advice here.

(Pause)

A.LDERSON PE=OR2:NG COMPANY. INC.
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Mr. Chabot. Under the bill, as Senator Hansen has

introduced it --

Senator Hansen. I think that perhaps Mr. Willan might

speak to that p6int.

The advantage of the trust not being in the hands of the

government, as I understand it, is that there might be other

investments that could be made that would result in an

accumulation of a greater amount of intere-st in the trust so

as to anticipate the ability to make larger payments or more

payments than would otherwise be the case. I would hope that

we might' reckon with that.

If the Treasury Department were the trustee, I would

assume that the investment might be made in

Senator Talmadge. Government bonds, and added to the

Debt.

Senator Hansen. Right. Thank you.

Senator Talmadge. Suppose you have a trust fund now

that has been in existence for 20 or 25 years and no claims

are made. What is going to happen to that trust fund? Should!

not at some time or some date, rather than leave it in

perpetuity, sterilized, revert to the govsrnent -- that is,

within a reasonable length of time, such as 50 years or

100 years.

I see someone holding up a hand over thers.

Who are you and what do you-have to say? 4

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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Mr. Lubick. Senator, I am Mr. Lubick from the Treasury

Department. I wonder if I might say a word on this.

Senator Talmadge. We will accept your comments.

Mr. Lubick. In answer to your specific question, the

bill provides that on satisfaction of all liabilities under

the trust, the amount goes to another trust as designated by

the contributor, which may be a black lung trust or a

401 trust. It could be a general pension trust. That is the

way the bill was drafted.

My general comment from the point of view of the

Treasury Department is that we are hesitant about Congress

introducing for the first time a deduction for reserves for

a self-insurance fund. Back in 1954, the Congress did adopt

a general provision permitting current deductions for

employers for reserves for estimated expenses, and that 4

led to a tremendous revenue loss, so Congress repealed it the

next year.

This seems to be starting down that same road. I think

there is a very real problem here and I believe Senator

Hansen's bill does address this.

Senator Talmadge. -Let me ask you this.

As I understand it, the present program is financed

directly out of the taxpayers Treasury, out of the Dsficit,

isn't that right?

Mr. Lubick. That's correct.

ALDERSON REPOhTING COMIPANY, INC.
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Senator Talmadge. All right.. Now Senator Hansen is

trying to shift that burden to the owners of the mines.

It looks to me like that is a reasonable thing to do, to try

to relieve the taxpayers of that burden.

Now you tell us how we can do it?

Mr. Lubick. I believe that S. 1538, by levying a tax

the original bill levies a tax on coal operators which was
I*designed for that very purpose. It was aesigned to levy a

tax upon the coal industry which has responsibility for the

payments of these benefits.

I think that the two bills, S. 1538 and Senator Hansen's

bill, are both addressed to the same objective. They just

do it through different means.

Y6 any event, they are both designed to take the onus

off the general revenues of the Treasury Department.

Senator Curtis. In either case, the tax would be a

deduction, wouldn't it? 

Mr. Lubick. That is correct, Senator Curtis, except that

in S. 1538, you have a general excise tax which is paid over

to a trust fund which is administered, as it is drawn, by

threa Sacretaries, and we would hope it would be the Secretarv

of Labor. Senator Hansen's bill permits each emlover

to, in effect, self-insure his own trust fund. I think you ar:

for the first time introducing a concept of an immediate

deduction for a self-insurance fund. I think you are qoing to

ALIDEFSON REPORTtING COMPAN1Y. INC.
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face the problem of the [product's] liability insurance

in a number of other areas where it is a pressing and

difficult problem.

Senator Curtis. Well, we do it in the pension area now.

Mr. Lubick. We do it in pensions, and we do it in

bad debt reserves. We do not do it with insurance type losses

Senator Hansen. If I could, let me ask the representati

from Treasury if the bill introduced by Senator Byrd, which

I support, does not simply try to provide insurance 'and

benefits for persons who are unable to find a responsible

employer. Isn't that a fact?

Mr. Lubick. I believe that is correct, Senator Hansen.

Senator Hansen. Well, you see, I am trying to deal with

another gro p. I am trying to deal with responsible operators

who are here and who are willing to make a contribution.

Isn't that right?

You are having the same trouble I am. It is a little

hard to hear in this ronm.

Mr. Lubick. You a're basically dealing with a different

group, that is correct.

Mr. Chabot. It does have to be borne in mind, as the

last comment of Senator Hansen expressed, that the basic

bill which is before us deals with the responsibility of the

coal industry as a whole to take over the obligations that

are now being paid out of ths general funds of the Treasury.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMP~ANY. INC.
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The basic bill would leave the responsibility that exists

in existing law on responsible operators. Senator Hansen's

bill is addressing that part ofrit, the responsibility that

exists in existing law, and it would be a responsibility of

greater monetary importance because of the other changes of

the bill that would be under the laws, as amended by the

Human Resources Committee's bill.

So, there are two different parts.

Senator Byrd. Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to

realize that Senator Hansen's proposal supplements the bill.

Senator Hansen. It's not either/or.

Senator Byrd. That's right. It supplements the bill

and does not take its place.

Senator Curtis. It seems to me that if action is to

be taken in this area, where there are so many unknowns and

where we have to work with another committee, maybe if we

give them this tax in Senator Hansen's proposal, perhaps

we should do it with a cut-off period of about two years and

see what happens. Then we can see what kind of standards

and regulations are put up, how the tax works, and how the

reserves work, and then we can take another look at it.

Senator Hathaway. Your bill takes the position of a

person who cannot get insurance, is that right?

Senator Hansen. No, no. The troubles with buying

insurance are at least two. One is the premiums may go up

ALDEFISON REPORT!NG CCiMPANY. NrC.
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very sharply, and two 4s the insurance company may just decide

that it is not going to carry on that insurance.

Sanator Talmadge. And in some states they do not have

the insurance available, isn't that right?

Senator Hansen. Right.

Senator Hathaway. Your bill is a substitute, isn't

it, for the Human Resources one?

Senator Hansen. No. I think it compliments Senator

Byrd's bill to address this responsible group of employers

who are not identified -in terms of earlier claimants against

these funds because of the disease. It may be that Mr. Willan

can help to fill in some gaps here.

Mr. Willan. I think one of the major objectives of

Senator Habnsen's amendment, and a change in the approach by

the Labor Committee or the Human Resources Committee, is to

keep this responsibility for financing this new employer

liability in 'the private sector. While the insurance approachl

might be a temporary approach, I think clearly down the line

the time would come when that would be inadequate and then

you would be faced with imposing additional taxes with a

federal trust fund.

So, this- approach of Senator Hansen's is merely to

allow the private industry sector the opportunity to set

aside the funds,which would clearly be there to meet this

liability which has been imposed now in the future.

ALDERSON REPCFZT1NG COMPFANY. INC,
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I recognize that the Treasury has a valid objection i

terms of this being a new approach in terms of reserves

and setting aside today reserves for future expense. However,l

this is also a new concept in terms of the fact that the

government now is imposing liability for black lung disease.

It may very well go that way in terms of other diseases.

So, this is just to set a precedent, that is all.

Senator Talmadge. Gentlemen, are you ready for the

vote?

Senator Hathaway. Mr. Chairman?

Senator Talmadge. Senator Hathaway?

Senator Hathaway. Senator, your bill is really a

substitute for the first one, because no one in his right

mind is going to be a self-insurer if he can get a deduction

foriputting a certain amount of money in a trust fund,

isn't that right?

Senator Hansen. I'm sorry, Senator, but I'm not sur4

that I heard all that you said.

Senator Hathaway. The Human Resources bill provides

for a person whom the company has identified as a responsible

party to get insurance to cover that npossible liability or

to become a self-insurer. Yourbill really is a substitute

for the second one, because I suppose any operator would

rather get a deduction for putting money into a trust fund

rather than be a self-insurer, where he does not get any

ALDEFRSCN REPOPT;NrG COM RANY. INC.
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benefit.

M4r. Chb9t. Senator Hathaway, it is not go cler that

that is true, because assuming tliat we end up with either

ERISA limitations or similar sorts of tax limitations, when

you put the money in a trust fund, it is dedicated to that.

I assume, if we agree to Senator Hansen's amendment, we will

have one or the other of those types of limitations, and

many people who are self-insurers might not want to tie

up money.

The other point that has to be solved -- there were

two, and one is what I j.ust mentioned -- is the point that was

raised by Senator Talmadge. Under the bill as introduced

by Senator Hansen, it is possible for this particular trust

to be transferred to another trust like it which would still

keep it dedicated to these purposes, or to any type of

qualified pension or anhbity plan under Section 401.

Now pension or annuity plans di provide circumstances

under which there can be reversions to the employer. The

pension program is -- and I assume that you gerilemen gen'3rally

want it to continue to be -- a different type of operation

from the black lung program.

Senator Talmadge suggested an alternative that you may

wish to agree to, to allow such a trust to be eithtr trans frr ac

to another trust like this black lung benefit trust, or after

some period of time, or perhaps if the Labor Denartment were

ALDERSON REPORTING CCMFANY. INC.
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to certify thit that coal mine operator is not going to have

any further obligations under the program, then perhaps the

funds in the trust could go to the basic trust fund, the

trust fund that is otherwise being funded from the industry

as a whole through some coal tax.

Senator Curtis. Would you yield right there for a quest

Mr. Chabot. Yes, Senator.

Senator Curtis. I agree that eventually there ought

to be something there to direct where the money goes if it

is not needed anymore. But it seems to me that in the bill

as a whole, whatever we agree to here todaY_ we should have

a s-called "sunsat" provision, and that to a considerable

extent would take cars of this problem about which you ar;

talking, because something could be addressed when the tax

was extended.

Mr. C!bot. The difficulty, Senator, is that if you

simply would'allow that at the expiration of this program the

money would revert to the employer, then you will have ended

up with a situation where the employer would have an incentive

to perhaps contribute large amounts of money, get current

deductions, and know that in ten years or five years the

program money would go back to them.

Senator Curtis. The point is this.

Suppose we put a sunset date on this, perhaps for two

years. Now there is no fund that is going to terminatz

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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Mr. Chabot. I expect not.

Senator Hansen. What would be the effect of the sunset

law on contributions to the trust fund?

Senator Curtis. Whatever we do here, I would limit

the tax for two or three years just so we can come back and

take a look at it.

Senator Byrd. I think it is important, is it not, that

Senator Hansen's trust fund not revert back. Isn't that a

fundamental part of it?

Senator Hansen. That's righl.

Senator Curtis. That's all right. I have no objection

to that.

Senator Talmadge. Of course, if you have a two year

provision, you are setting up something on a permanent long-

term basis. If you are going to stop this thing dead in

two years, you will still have that trust fund mones availablei

and down the road you will have a lot of claims for which

y&a will not have sufficient money to cover. Then you will

have to meet the whole issue head-on again two years from now.

It seems to me, gentlemen, that what we ought to do is

this. I think that Senator Hansen has made a good suggestion

here. The only thing I find any objection at all to is the

indefinite life of the trust and the possibility that it could

go into other trusts and the possibility that it could ev=n

ALDERSON REPORT!NG COMPANY, INC.
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revert to the contributor at some future date. It seems

to me that Mr. Chabot has made a good suggestion. Why don't

you amend your proposal there in this way. When the Secretar

of Labor certifies that there is no longer any claimant for

that particular fund, that fund should then be transferred

to the total funds available for the payment of black lung.

Either that, or that it will revert to the Treasury itself.

Then, I think, you will have what you want. I would suggest

that we agree to your amendment with Mr. Chabot's suggestion

that when therb is a certification that there is no longer

any claimant on that fund, that fund should then be transferrec

to the general black lung trust fund.or to the Treasury.

How does that sound to you, Senator Hansen?

Senator Hansen. That is agreeable.

Senator Talmadge. Do you modify your amendment accordin

Senator Hansen. I so modify it.

Senator Talmadge. Senator Hathaway.

Senator Hathaway. What do we do ablout the cap on

deductions.

Senator Talmadge. The Treasury regulation, I believe, w

what we had agreed to.

Senator Hathaw av. Will we leave that up to Treasury?

Mr. Chabot. I understood that it would be maximum

limitations on contributions based on Treasury rsgulations,

which in turn will have to be based on actuarial limits.

ALOEE-SON FEPORTINIG CO~NINC.
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Senator Hansen. I would just offer one further

suggestion, Mr. Chairman.

I think that such a provisq as I heard it explained,

was that if all black lung claims have been satisfied, then

the next use to-which these trust funds could be put would

be to the pension program.

Now I don't know whether you would want to give some

consideration to that or not. I just think that this would be

another way to benefit those minors who have worked in the

mines.

If we could have that intermediate step, I would like

to say that there would then be an option to add it to

whatever pension program had been set up if that option ware

not exercised.

Senator Talmadge. Suppose the pension fund is limited

only to the executive employees and not the miners?

Senator Hansen. I would not want that.

Senator Talmadge. I see no objection to what you are

suggesting, provided that it covers everyone who worked for

the company. As you know, some of the pension plans are

restricted only to executive employees.

Senator Hansen. (Nods affirmatively.)

I have no objection to your proposal.

Senator Talmadge. The Chairman has returned. I

think, Mr. Chairman, that we are ready for a vote on the

ALDERSON REPORT[NG COMFANY. INC.
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Hansen amendment, as modifind, and that included Mr. Chabot's

suggestion that there be a termination of the fund and that

the fund at som't future date be used only for black lung.

Is that agreeable?

(No response.)

Senator Talmadge. Is there objection by any one on

the committee to the Hansen amendment as modified?

Senator Hansen. Senator, for the record, I think we

have to hear too, on the certification of the Secretary of

Labor, that all claims would have to be satisfied.

Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman?

Senator Talmadge. Senator 1oynihan.

Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman, I believe that Senator

Pibicoff would wish to be recorded as opposing this amendment.

However, in the amendment's modified form, I ornnot be certain

of this, so I would simply say only that I believe so.

Senator'Talmadge. Then, without further objection,

the Hansen amendment is modified as agreed to.

I will turn the floor over to you, Mr. Chairman.

The chairman (presiding). Go ahead, Senator Curtis.

Senator Curtis. Mr. Chairman, I would liks to move that

this be limited to three years.

The Chairman. You want to limit what to three years?

Senator Curtis. Th's whole bill, both aspects of it.
.1

Senator Talmadge. Just our tax part of it. Ue don't

ALDERSON REPORT IN3 CDIMPANY. IC
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have any authority to limit the other parts.

Senator Curtis. That is really what I mean, just the

part that we are acting upon.

Senator B rd. I think there should be a limitation

on it, but I am doubtful about three years. It seeis to me

that that might be too short a period of time.

Senator Curtis.. Nell what would you think?

Senator Byrd. I might think five years perhaps.

Shnator'Curtis. Well, if I can't get three, I will

take five. P do think that somewhere down the line we

should.

Senator Byrd. I agree with you. I think sometime

down the line we should.

Senator Curtis. We are levying the tax here for a

program that somebody else worked out. It's true that we

can't touch that program, but we may want to look at the tax.

The Chairman. Very well, the tax will expire in

five years then.

All in favor so indicate by saying aye,

(A chorus of ayes.)

The Chairman. Opposed, no?

(No response.)

The Chairman. The ayes have it.

Now, have we agreed on the tax?

Mr. Chabot. He have not agreed on the natura or size
e

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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of the tax. That is the next point for us to consider.

Assuming that we are agreeing that there is not only

a tax, but that the tax is to be earmarked for the trust

fund and that the .tax is to be dealt with through a trust

fund, there is a question of the sort of tax and the amount

of the tax.

Let me suagest that we go first to the sort of tax

that we are going to have.

As the bill came from the Senate Human Resources Committ.

it was a three-tiered tax based on the BTU value of the coal.

The Bureau of Mines was supposed to certify what the TU

value was.

It was to be 30 cents a ton where the BTU valus was

11,000 BTU per pound or more; for an intermediate group it

would be 15 cents a tone; for the lowest group it would

be 7.5 cents a ton.

There appear to be essential technical difficulties in

that. The Bureau of M'ines is not going to be able to certify

in essence every carload of coal as to which of the categories

it falls into. Of course, the Internal Revenue Service eole

do not have the tqj,-nical capacity to do that, nor does the

Service have the number of people necessary to go through

a-11 the coal mine operations.

One of the alternatives that the 3taff had examined

that would appear to do rough justice would be to set up'a

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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tax fund on an ad valoram basis that is based on the coal

mine operators' price for the coal. It would be a manufacturels

tax, operated the same way in this essence as a truck tax

or a parts tax or the tax on bow and arroVs that we have in

present law.

The feelinq is that that is technically possible for the

IRS to administer. It has some difficulties, but they are

precisely the same sort of difficulties which the IRS is

used to dealing with.

The same amount of revenue over the five year period

that would be raised by the Senate Human Resources Committee's

bill could be raised by a tax of this sort, that is only

1 percent on th sales price. The feeling was that a 1 percart

iacrease in the sales prices almost certainly could be easily

passed on to the consumers, and would be a sufficiently

small amount so as not to cause any pricing distortions-or

any discrimination among operators.,

As Senator Packwood has pointed out, in situations where

you have some surface mining that produces high priced coal,

most surface mined coal is being sold at prices significa:tly

lower than most deep mined coal. But there is still some overlap

and you will occasionally have some surface mined coal that

is being sold at a price comparable to thz orice of some deep

mined coal. Arguably this puts an unfairlv high burden on

that operator.

^LDEFRSON FEORT;NG COMPANY. INC.
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The policy consideration with which you have to deal -

is whether a tax at a level of about 1 percent is sufficiently

small so that even if you don't get the precise answer, you

get an answer that is close enough and'that has the advantage

of being administerable.

Senator Byrd. What is the price of coal these days?

Is it about $30 a ton?

Mr. Chabot. On an overall national average, it is

about $20 a ton. But lignite, for-example, sells at an

average of about $4 a ton, and anthracite sells at about an

average of $35 a ton. The various types of bituminous and

sub-bituminous ranlje in between.

The Chairman. How much lignite are we mining here in

this country now?

Mr. Chabot. It is the fast-st growing proportion

percentage-wise, but it is still a very small portion of the

total. I would say that about 4 percent of the-coal that is

mined at the present time is lignite. By the Ond of the

five-year period that might grow to perhaps 6 percent-or so.

Senator Hansen. I would like to ask 1r. Chabot a auestion.

When you speak about the average price being about $20 a ton,

is that the [iiine mouth] price or the delivered price?

Mr. Chabot. The [mine mouth] price.

Senator Hansen. I see. That would be where this tax

TwYould apply.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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Mr. Chabot. Yes. If you have an ad valorem, then

of course the lower priced coals would pay considerably less

per ton. The lignite would average 4 cents a too, on

$4 per ton coal; the anthracite would average about 35 cents

a ton on $35 per ton coal.

Senator Curtis. In general, it is with anthracite

coal where black lung problems are?

Mr. Chabot. The anthracite is just about all deep

mined.

Senator Hansen. The harder the coal is, the greater is

the incidence of black lung. Isn't that right?

Mr. Chabot. That is the general impression. I have to b4

*vague about this because my understanding is that even at

this stage, people still have-oily general impressions. But

that is the current general impression.

The Chairman. About what percent of this coal comes

out of deep mines as compared to stip mining?

Mr. Chabot. All of the anthracite is mined. Just abouti

all of the lignite is surface mined or stip mined.

Senator Hansen. Surface mined coal last year I believe

was about 665 million tons. 0

Mr. Chabot. That is the total coal production last year.

Senator Hansen. Oh, I'm sorry. I guess you are right.*

Hr. Chabot. I think that the strip mines in the

bituminous area, which is the great bulk of all the coal that

ALODEZ~ON REPORT[NG COMPANY, INC.
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is mined -- bituminous and sub-bituminous -- I believe that a

little over half is from deep mines and ast a bit under

half is from strip mines. Probably the strip mined portion

is growing faster, I believe, than the deep mined portion.

The Chairman. It could be argued that since you are not

getting the black lung from the open mines or the strip mines,

that the tax ought to jupt go on the deep mined coal on the

theory that that is where the black lung is coming from.

Mr. Chabot. We were considing that, Mr. Chairman. Ths

difficulty is that there are many cases in the bituminous -

and sub-bituminous area where a single opesation involves

both strip mining and deep mining. Perhaps here strip mining

is not the appropriate term. I should say surface mining

and deep mining.

In fact, many mines nowadays start off as essentially

a surface mining operation, and as they get deeper and deeper

into the seam.of coal, they just change the operation as they

go along. When the open burden gets to be too great, they will

continue going after that seam of coal, but will change their

method to a basically deep mining one.

So, there will be difficdlties in determining when a

mine has changed over. As I said, in many operations, the

same mine is producing, at any given momeht, both some coal

from surface mining operations and some from deep mining.

So, we did explore that, but there would be technical

ALSOERtSiN REPORTING COMIPANY. INC-
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difficulties in imposing the tax that way.

Senator Byrd. Let me ask you this. Last year the

tax was on a tonnage basis. What was that tax per ton?

&
Mr. Chabot. It was 10 cents per ton, except in the

case of deep mined anthracite coal, which was 15 cents a ton.

Since very little of the coal ii the cointry, just about

1 percent, is anthracite, as a practical matter you could say

that it was 10 cents across the board for the ton.

Senator Byrd. Well, then, this 1 percent ad valoreM<

would be considerably higher, wouldn't it?

Mr. Chabot. It would be higher for the higher priced

coal, which is in almost all cases desp mined coal. It would

be lower for the lower priced coal. As I said, the lignite

sells at an average price of $4 per ton. I forget what the

sub-bituminous average price is, but I think it is around

$7.50-a ton. These would all be paying significantly less

than -last year.

Senator Byrd. But the bulk of the coal would be paying

significantly more, wouldn't it?

Mr. Chabot. The bituminous and the anthracite, that is,

much of the bituminous, would be paying significantly more,

vas. This would raise more money overall than would have besni

raised in the last year or two.

Senator Byrd. Then it is a higher tax also than that

approved by the Committee on Human Resources?

ALDEFRorN PEPORTING CCN P.:4Y. jNC,
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Mr. Chabot. No. You will have to make a decision as

to how much money you wanted to ra I suggeste that a

1 percent tax would raised almost exactly the same amount of

money over this five year period as the Human Resources

Comittee's tax would raise. If that is the total amount of

revenue you want to get from a tax, then this would be an

equivalsnt. This would produce the same total amount of

tax. Itaverages to just under $200 million a yEar. We have

estimated $925 million over the fitayear period.

Senator Byrd. (presiding). Give me a comparfson.

Take the average ton of bituminous coal. .How would this

1 percent compare with what the Human Resources Committes

proposed?

Mr. Chabot. .I would say that about half of the

bituminous coal under the Human Resources bill would pay a

tax of 30 cents a ton.

I'm sorry -- let me back off from that.

The great'bulk of the bituminous coal would pay 30 cets

a ton under the Human Resources Committee's bill. The great

bulk of the sub-bituminous coal, probably just about all of

it, and a portion of the bituminous would pay 15 cents a

ton under the Human Resources Comndiittee's bill.

So, under this 1 percent approach, the sub-bituminous

wVould all pay a lesser rate of tax than the Human Resources

Committee's bill; ths bituminous would probably b- paying --

ALDERSON REPOR I ING COMIPANY. INC.
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well it is hard to say. Some of thi bituminous would be paying

a lesser rate of tax, and some of the bituminous would be

paying more tax.

The lignite would be paying lesser tax than under the

Human Resources Committee bill and the anthracite would be

paying more tax.

Senator Byrd. Why did the Human Resources Committee

bill tax the BTU's?

Mr. Chabot. As I understand it, at the time that they

were making their decisions, they were under the impression

that it was technically feasible to take the BTU approach.

They also suggested that there seemed to be a direct relations1

between BTU ratings and incidence of black lung.

I think that the more generally accepted idea is the

relationship between deep mining.;- hard coal deep mining and

Oblack lung. As it happens, hard coal and deep mining generallyl

go along with a BTU rating.and higher prices.

Senator Byrd. Senator Moynihan.

Senator Moynihan. The market tells you the BTU content.

Why on earth should the IRS get into the business of analyzing

coal? It is not what they are good at. They are good at

knowing what the prices are.

It would seem to me that the Finance Committee would havn

a better judgment of this than would the Human Resources

Committee. But I don't know your view, Mr. Ch'airman.
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Senator Byrd. I am just trying to understand, which

I do not yet, why the Human Resources Committee chose the

BTU4U.

Senator Moynihan. I suspect that this was a probable

answer, that the disease was associated with BTU content.

But so is price. How many laboratories will the IRS have to "

set up to examine the BTU content of a sample of every 50

cars on the Norfolk and Western Railroad? I mean, this is just

bizarre.

Senator Byrd. Suppose the committee were to go back

to the same proposal that it approved last year. How would

the amount of-money raised under that proposal compare with

the 1 percent ad valorem?

Mr. Chabot. The proposal of last year that was reported

out by the committee, as I said, as a practical matter imposed

a flat-rate tax across the board. That was the higher

rate for anthracite, which was 15 cents per ton, but

substantially all of the coal was taxed at 10 cents per ton.

That would produce approximately a little over 40 percen4

of the levenues that would be produced under the Human

Resources Committee bill tax, or, for that natter, undr the

1 percent tax.

Senator Byrd. Is this another way of saying, then, that

the cost of the program in the one year has increased

about two and a half times?

ALDERzSON REPORTING COMP~ANY. INC.
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Mr. Chabot. Senator Byrd, the increased costs under

the substantive part of this bill are substantially greater

than the increased costs under the substantive part of last

year's bill.

I don't know to what extent this is because the

definitional changes ha.ve been made in the bill, or to what

extent this results from a more careful analysirof the costs.

But in point of fact, the estimated costs under last year's

bill would have totalled for a five year program less than

$0.5 billion. 7e are now talking about estimatiing costs for a

five year program off"$1 1/3 billion.

So, in part this may be due simply to more careful

analyses of the costs. But clearly, in substantial part it

is due to the fact that the bill before you now is more

generous in expanding its definitions And in making mor= peopt

eligible for benefits.

- Senator.Byrd. But a 1 percent ad valorem tax would not

finance this bill, is that right?

Mr. Chabot. Yes, that is correct. Under our present

estimates, the tax proposed by the Senate Hunah Resources

Committee would not be sufficient to finance th V fve ar

program. Since the 1 percent tax is just being set before

you as an equivalent, as a way of raising the sane amout of

revenue differently, then obviously the 1 percent tax Tould

not be sufficient either. If you wanted to finance the

^LDERSON REPORTING C--PMPAr'IY, INC.
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entire program over the next five years, I think that you

would have to have something like a 1 1/3 percent tax

approximately.

We should recoqnize that the program costs more in'this

first five year period because of a hump in costs, because

of picking up some prior expenditures from the general funds

in the Treasury that are to be reimbursed. So the general

ongoing rate of the program, although it would be expensive,

would iot be quite this expensive.

Senator Byrd. I take it that the consensus is that it

would be better not to go to BTL's for the purpose of

determining the tax, and to put the tax either on an ad valorem

basis or on a tonnage basis. Is that about it? I repeat,

I assume that the consensus is that the committes should not

accept the DTU tax, but should go, either to a tonnage

tax or an ad valorem tax, to one or the other.

Mr. Chabot. The BTU tax was tonnage, but the different

tax rates were set by BTU.

Now, if you want to go with a flat across-the-board

tonnage tax, you would have to come up with a tax of about

24 cents a ton.

Senator Byrd. To raise the same revenues as the

1 percent ad valorem tax?

Mr. Chabot. Yes, sir. That, of course, would be

technically feasible also. But we would think that you would

ALDEPSCN PEPORTING COPANY. 1NC.
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probably conclude that that does not impose enough of a

burden on the higher priced coal and that it imposes toc much

of a burden on the lower priced coal. In the case of the

lignite, you would be talking about a tax which might be

6 percent of the price.

That is why we thought that a combination of technical

feasibility and the policy line that we believe the committee

would be more interested in would probably best be served

by an ad valorem tax.

Senator Byrd. I think the significant point that was

brought out today was not brought out in the hearing last

week. That is the -greatly increaped cost of this program

vis-a-vis the program which was approved last year.

I don't know that we have enough members present to -

attempt to decide this tax matter at the moment.

If we set aside this tax itself for the time being,

-what other items do you have to bring up?

Mr. Chabot. Well, we have a number of elements of the

trust fund provisions that we feel ought to be decided upon.

Senator Byrd. .Save we decided on the trustee?

1r. Chabot. Yes, sir. The trust fund under the bill

would have three trustees: the Secretary of the Treasury,

th. Secretary b'of Labor, and the Secretary of Health, Educa ion

and Welfare. By the way, it is Health, Education, and elfar=

that administers the Part B program, the one that is funded

ALDERSON REPORTING COIM ANY. INC.
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entirely from federal funds, that is a permanent program.

The Treasury Department would much prefer that the

Secretary of the Treasury have the'role essentially of fund

managc,. that the office that deals with receipts and pays

out the expenditures essentially be under the certification

of the Lab6r Department.j. and that the policy aspects of the

fund be handled by the Secretary of Labor as sole trustee.

So, the Treasury Department recommands that the

Secretary of Labor be the sole trustee and that the Sicretary

of Treasury be esszntially the money manager of the fund and

not have responsibilities for substantive policy matters.

Senator Byrd. What is. the thinking of the committee

in that regard?

Senator Hansen?

Senator Hansen. I'm sorry, 3Mr. Chairman, but I was

tnmporarily inattentive.

Senator, Byrd. The question is wl-ether the Secretary

of Labor should be the principal trustee and the Secretary

of the Treasury be responsible only for managing the assets

of the fund.

Under the proposal that came to the conmttas, th

Secretaries of Labor, Treasury, and HEW would be joint
*p

trustees.

Senator Packiiood. M4y intuitivs feeling, although

is -probably corrsect in terms of substance, is that ths

A'LIDESON RPORTiNG COMPANY. INC.
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Secretary of Labor as the trustee would end up costing more

than the Secretary of the Treasury.

(General laughter.)

Senator Byrd. I'm sorry, but I could not hear you.

What was that?

Senator Packwood. My hunch is that if the Secretary

of Labor is the paramount trustee for the substance of it,

V will only cost you more in the long run than if you have

a tripartite trusteeship.

Senator Curtis. This is the public fund?

Mr. Chabot. Yes, sir.

Senator Curtis. In which the taxes are placed?

Mr. Chabot. Correct.

Senator Hansen. I share the confidence in the DepartiT;nt

of Labor that has been expressed by the Senator from Oregon.

(General laughter.)

Senator -Packwood. May I say that that is a bipartisan

remark, fegardless of the parties present and the party of

the Secretary of Labor.

Senator Byrd. Why don't we leave it the way the bill

came to te,.committee, then?

Senator Curtis. What does the staff suggest?

11r. Chabot. The staff is simply at this point reporti4ngq

the pr4posal of the Sacretary of the Treasury.

Sznator Byrd. Without objection, then, why don't we

ALDERSON REPORTI.G COMPANY. INC.
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leave it as it came to this committes, with the *three

trustees?

Senator Padkwood. May I interrupt for just a moment?

Senator Byrd. Of course.

Senator Packwood. I want to bring up, if I may, the

bill that I talked with you and with othqs about. This ts

the political tax cradit bill. I have talked with all of

the Senators about this. It is sp6nsored by Senator Moynihan,

Senator Talmadge, and me.

I am going to suggest that we attach it to H.R. 3340,

which is the day care bill that we have heft!,, the substance

of which we have taken out and put into another bill. We have

no more need for the bill, and I have talked with Russell

about this.

The bill very simply increases the tax credit for politicl

contributions to tap to 75 percent, up to a maximum credit of

$100 per person. Also, based upon discussion we had during

hearings on this, I have entered a provision, too, that would

allow you to either take it as a tax credit on your income

tax, or, if you want your money sooner, you can file a form

p-repared by the Internal Revenue Service and they will simply

sand you a check in the amount to which you are m-titled in

about 60 days. Thiseis at the suggestion of the Chairman.

Many people do not want to wait for a year or nora to get

their tax credit. That, very simply, is th=- bill. Frankly, it

ALIDEFRSON REPORT',NG COMPn4Y. INC.
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is intended to be sent down and placed on the calndalT along

with the public financing bill. When we get to this subject,

I intend to argue that 'this is a much better method of fianci.g

political campaigns.

Senator Curtis. What limits did you propose?

Senator Packwood. A 75 percent .tax credit, up to a

maximum of $100. I chose the tax credit route rather than

the deduction becauge the argument is always made that the

deduction favors the rich and the credit favors the poor and

I am trying to encourage smaller contributions. If you give

a $10 contribution, you will have a $7.50 credit.

Senator Curtis. Well, isn't there $100 in the law now?

Senator Packwood. No, there is a $100 deduction in the

law. I am changing that to-a maximum of $100 credit, and

$200 for a couple. Wh1lat you now have is a deduction of

$100 for an individual and $200 for a couple. Maine would be

a credit. So,-you can get $75 off your income tax if you give

$100. I have limited it to $100 because I did not want the

argument to be used that this was meant t6 benefit large e

donors. It is not.

Senator Byrd. Then yours would be a substitute for

the other public funding?

Senator Packwood. Well, we would have them both on the

calnndar. The basic philosophical dsbate on the issue will

cone down to are w. better off financing our campaigns by

ALDEFSON FZEGRT:NG COMPANY. INC.
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straight-out appropriations from thQ Treasury in one form or

another, or, are we better off ancouraging millions of

small donors by anacting a tax credit. This bill uses the i.
latter approach.

Senator Byrd. Is there any further discussion?

Senator Hansen. I move the bill be approved.

Senator Curtis. I am for it.

Senator Packwood. Mr. Chairman, I would indicate that I

have seven proxies.in my pocket, including Senator Moynihan's.

Senator Byrd. I will call for a vote.

All those in favor please so indicate by saying ays.

(A chorus bOf ayes.)

Senator Byrd. I vote aye, and. I vote Senator Hathaway's

proxy no.

Senator Packwood. I 1vote Senators Dole, _Moynihan, Roth,

Laxalt, and Danforth as aye. I will check with Senator

Talmadge,.but -he is a co-sponsor of 'the bill. I do'not have

Senator Long's proxy.

Senator Byrd. The bill is reported.

What other business do we have to take up besides th=

tax itself? I don't believe that we can s'ttle that toav?

:4r. Chabot. Still in the trust fund, the bill as it

came to us would reauire the Secretary of the Treasury --

me back up a moment.

Under the bill, if the Labor Departm -nt dtrhints ha

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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a person is a qualified claimant and let's say that Company X

is a responsible operator, the Labor Department would start

making payments to this qualified claimant. If Company X

does not reimburse the Labor Department, that company's

liability having been established, then a lien arises in favor

of the trust fund against the assets of Company X.

teder the bill, the Secretary of the Treasury is required

to go to court to enforce that lien. The lien would generally

hav4 the same characteristics as a tax lisn.

The Treasury Department points out that it does not

go to court to enforce tax liens. It merely refers these cases

'o the Justice Department and the Justice Department sues to

enforce federal tax liens. The Treasury Department wou.ld be

satisfied with providing either that the Justice Department

should enforce the liens or that the Secretary of Labor

should enforce these liens, so long as it is not the Treasury,

since they are not in the habit of bringing those suits.

The Labor Department would prefer that the Secretary

of Labor be the one to sue to enforce these liens.

I would like to point- out that in the Pension Act, when

we established an insurance program that has son si1milari 4

to this with liens arising in favor of the Pension Benefits

Guarantee Corporation, in that situation, even though we

said that those liens ware similar to tax 1 4 ns, ws gave the

right to enforce the liens, the right to go to court, to ths

ALDERSON REPORT;NG COMPANY. INC.
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Pension Benefits Guarantee Corporation itself.

Under that approach, it would seem appropriate to give

the Secretary of Labor the right to go into court, rather thani

the Secretary of the Treasury.

This is a mechanical and essentially ministerial type

of tax. You have already determined that a lien exists. It i

just That imposing -the -tax upon the Treasury Department gives

them the type of job that they have not had up to now and

that they would just as soon not have under the bill.

So, under this proposal, the idea would be to changs

th3 bill so that it is the Secretary of Labor that sues to

enforce the lien that arises in favot: of the trust funds,

rather than the Secretary of the Treasury, as under the bill

that is befors you now.

Senator Byrd. Are there any observations on this?

(No response.)

Senator. Byrd. If there is no objection, it is agreed

Mr. Chabot. The question arises as to investment

of the trust funds.

* The bill has a requirement that the assets that are not

needed to mast current withdriawals be invested basically only

in U.S. obligations or obligations guarantead by the U.S.

Then there are a whole series of further restrictions smacifyibg

what the terms would h:ave to be if a-special obligation is

ALDER-sCN REPORTING COMRANY. INC.
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issued, S4 fying the circumstances under which an-obligatio

would be redeemed or an obligation would be sold.
3

The Treasury Department recommends that basically the

restriction be simply that the trust fund would have to invest

only in U.S. debt obligations and not have all the further

restrictions. The Treasury Department has suggested that

S7
those further detailed restrictions would not particularly

protect the fund, b would serve the purpose of hampering the

effective money management function of the Trpasury Department.

-:10 W

Senator Byrd. Is there any objection to that 'change?

Senator Curtis. No objection.

12 Senator Byrd. Without objection, it is agie-d to.

' Mr. Chabot. Expenses of administration and operati-

I am not sure that there really is a substantive dispute,

but a question has arisen because in this year's bill the

language is different from that of the bill that was -reported

by the Senate Finance Committee last year.

The language in this year's bill is that the trust fund

would bear not only the cost of the claims, but also all
C

expenses of ope'ration and administration under this part,

. which is the Part C program, including those of the Depar~t n

W ~ of Labor. Now last year's bill was Drecisely the same exceat

23
that it did not have that language, "including those of

the Department of Labor."

As us. have understood it, without this language, since

ALDERSON REPC TING COMPANY. INC.
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the Part C program is essentially administered by the Labor

Department, the expenses of operation would clearly include

the Labor Department's expenses in receiving the Part C claims

and in deciding the Part C claims. It would also include the

Treasury Department's expenses in administering the trust

fund and in collecting the taxes that go into the trust fund.

I am raising the question only because of this change

in the language which 'has sort of confused us as to what is

intended.

.If the committee agrees that the intension is that the

trust fund should bear the costs of both of the Departments

that are involved in administering the program, the Labor

Department on the substantiv side and the Treasury Department

on the tax collection and money management'side, then we

could work out the appropriate language to get that result.

Senator Byrd. If that is done, I think there should be

a full accoun-ting of the administrative costs.

Mr. Chabot. I would think that to bi most approp iate.

There is a provision that there be an annual report on the

status and operation of the trust fund, and we cduld set forth

either in the statute, or certainly in the committee report,

tha.t this annual report shoul4 include specific information

as to how much of these expenses wera the administrative

and operational expenses as distinguished from the expenses

of paying out the claims.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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Senator Byrd. I think that would be desirable, and

also perhaps to require reporting of the number of personnel

involved in the administrative side.

Mr. Chabot. In addition to the amount of money involved?

Senator Byrd. In addition to the amount of money

involved, yes.

Mr. Chabot. Certainly that could be done.

Senator Byrd. With those provisos, Senator Curtis

and Senator Dole, do you feel it appropriate for the fund

to bear the administrative costs?

Senator Curtis. I do. I think the staff's recommendatic

are good.

Senator Byrd. Without objection, it is so ordaerd.

Mr. Chabot. There is one other point in ths trust fund

that I think should be brought before the committee. It was

discussed to some extent at the hearings.

Unlike last year's bill, this Year's bill provides

that the trust fund is to have authority, it is not mandated,

but it has authority, to mlkd available a system of insurance

of the liabilities of responsible operators. In this respect,

it is going at some of the same problems that Ssnator. H1ansen's

proposal provided for. Concerning the difficulty of finding

private insurance, presumably if the trust fund's trustees

concluded that difficulty was sufficiently grave, it would

have authority to set up a syst-m under which it would off-r

AL.OERSON REP0R-11:NG CC.2APANY, INC.
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insurance, in effect- i competit- ion with insurance companies.

This was contemplated as a method of in effect having

the possibility of insurance provided in this way be a
.4

deterrent for insurance companies to establish preaiums as
d - n -

pr i u

high as we had been told in the subcommittee's hearings had

Shh6 been established in many cases.

T When this was presented, the Treasury Department at the

hearing indicated its concern that the government, or at

least the fund, should not be permitted to establish an

a insurance program, and specific concern was expressed that the

trust fund, the assets arising from the earnings and ths -taxes

I that were designed for one part of the Part C program should

not be able to be jeopardized by having those assets subject

to claims on the insurance part, which is really designed

for a diff3rent Dart of the program.

1 One way in which it appears that you can meet

objectives of.the Human Resources Committce, that is, having

1 1 this standby available that would cause the private insurers

19 perhaps to operate on a more reasonable premium basis than
C2

0 they otherwise would and yet protect these assets, the tax

assets, would be to give authority to the trust fund to

establish an insurance program, but provide that it must be

funded entirely from premiums and earnings on premius;i

effect, that there be a separate accounting; that the tax

money in the trust fund and the earnings on th, tax money not

ALDERSON~ REPORTING CCNPANY. INC.
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b2 available to pay any of those claims. So, the insurance

program would have to stand completely on its own.

Senator Byrd. I wonder if it is necessary to go that

far, to have an insurance program?

Mr. Chabot. As I said, the objective of the Human

0 Resources Committee- was not to mandate such aprogram, but to

CM 7 allow the black lung disability fund to view the same problem

that was presented to us here before about the difficulties

of obtaining private insurance, and to, in effect, be able to.

step in, if it is necessary, if the problem gets to be nore

-~ ~ 11 widespread, if for one reason or another people do not in

substantial numbers use the trust fund approach of Senator

13 Hansan's proposal. If the problem still persiste, than ther:

would be at least some other alternative for coal mine operator3

that the trust'fund might have the possibility of offering

an insurance program.

an I recognIz that there are difficulties, conceptual
C-

land otherwise, with the government getting into the insurance

19 business; but it would appear that if you believe that it is

20 desirable to have this standby autLhority available, at least

som of the potsntial problems could be avoided by reauiring

22 that that program stand entirely on its own two feet and

23 be run entirely on its own premiums and whatever earnings ther

are on those premiums.

23 . Senator Byrd. I. am not very enthusiastic about the concept.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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I just wonder wheth-er it is necessary to go that far at this

time._

Does any member of the committee have any observation

on that?

Senator Movnihan?

Senator Moynihan. I would certainly trust your

instincts on this matter, sir, before I would trust those

of the people who are advisinq us about this. I don't think
*

we should go that far at this time.

Sanator Curtis. I think it is a matter that probably

should b-z explored whan more members of the conmitteS are

here. I don't think it should be pushed right now.

Senator Byr4. Why don't we set that one aside, thn,

temporarily.

Mr. Chabot. I would think that that Plus the decision

as to the nature and level of the tax are essentially the

remaining items that are before the committee.=

Senator Byrd. Very well, sir, thank you very much.

We won't be able to decide that tax matter today. We will,

therefore, conclude with this particular bill for th- moment

until i- is taken un at another meeting.

Senator Dole. Mr. Chairman?

Senator Byrd. Senator Dole.

Senato Dole. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I was attending

anothar committee at 9:30 this morning and was not hare for

ALDERSON REPORTING COMP;' NY. INC.
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consideration of the nomination of Alan Wolff. What is the

state of that nomination?

I don't have any desire to hold that up, but I am

wondering, rather than to put a hold on the nomination on

the floor, if I could submit questions for Mr. Wolff to responc

to, hopefully today, so that I will have his answers for

the record.

We are very concerned about having someone in that

organization knowledgeable about agriculture. He does not have

a strong background in agriculture. Of course, Bob Strauss

testified at his confirmation hearing that he understood

the important of that.

I guess I just wanted to get M1r. Wolff on record about

that one item. I have some very difficult questions which

I would like to submit to him and have his response appear

in the record.

Senator.Byrd. I think the nomination has already been

favorably reported, but I am sure that Mr. Wolff would be glad

to answer those question. Indeed, I think he should and would

ask you to submit them.

Senator Dole. I would ask staff to convey that interest

so that he can respond quickly and we can move quickly on

his nomination.

In addition to that, Mr. Chairman, perhaps it is not

possible to act today with the nurber of members present, but

ALD 3SCIN PEPOPTING COMP~ANY. INC.
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there is an amendment that is co-sponsored by Senator Curtis,

Senator Talmadge, Senator Humphrey, Senator Clark, and me,

which would amend Section 613 of the Trade Act of 1974, which

restricts the amount of government credits which can be

extended to the U.S.S.R. All we are trying to do in this

amendment is to make it possible for the CommoditV Credit

Corporation to extend credit to the Peoples Republic of China.

We are not bringing in the U.S.S.R. or other non-market

countries.

I don't know of any controversy about the amendment. y

I discureed it with the Chairman, but I don't know that we

can act on it with the number we have present now.

Senator Packwood. As I understand it, Mr. Chairman,

the rules indicate that we can act unless somebody prlsent

objects to a lack-of a quorum.

Senator Byrd. That is correct.

Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman, while I would not pzrsonally

wish to object, I fear I would have to object because I

believe Senator Ribicoff feels that this is an important

matter and he would be happy to hold hearings on it and

go directly to its consideration. He feels that it is a matte

that ought to have hearings, and he indicated that his

subcommittee would be happy to have those hearings. He feels

that while he'.chnnot be bresett'at this time, this is somethin5

that would require a little more consideratio-n.
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Senator Dols. Even though it would be confined just

to the Peoples Republic of China?

Senator Movnihan. Senator, I think that would be his

view. I would not, not having his proxy at this time, wish

to say other.

Senator Packwood. While I would be inclined to support

Senator Dole's bill, I would join with Senator moynihan

in this request. We have always had a very good relationshfp

on this committee, and to -the extent that nobody objected

to an item, we sent it out. But if there were ever any

question or request for a dalay or a hearing, we have always

aarzed to that, and I think we should continue that practice.

Senator Byrd. I think that is appropriate.

May I ask you, Senator Dole, does this not apply to

the Soviet Union also?

Senator Dole. No, sir..

Senator Byrd. Did your original proposal apply to the

Soviet Union?

Senator Dole. No, not the one that was introduced.

In fact, we would make certain in the amendment, if necessary,

that it would not under any condition be inte-rpreted as to b

extend credit to Laos, Cambodia, Cuba, Vietnam, or North

Korea.'

Senator Bvrd. It does not expand the amount of credit

that is already available to the Soviet Union, does it?

ALDERSON REPORT;NG CZMPANY. INC.
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Senator Dole. 'o. That was one of the options that

was considered, I might say.

I have discussed this with Senator Jackson and he felt

very strongly about that portion of any possible amerdment.

Senator Byrd. So do I.

Senator Dole. Yes, and I think there are many others,

too.

I don't quarrel with having a hearing, but I would hope

we could have it rather soon..

Senator Moynihan. I am sure that would be Senator

Ribicoff's intension, to- have them forthwith.

Senator Dole. Proba.ly another matter would fall into

the same category. There has been an administrative action

with reference to the sugar program, which is going to cost

about $240 million, with the bulk of the payments going to

large grower - processors, some in estimated excess of

$14 million, as to one grower-processor in Hawaii. As I

understand it, the only way to disapprove the action would be

by means of a concurrent resolution, which I am now in the

process of trying to draft, to the effect that we would

disa3Drove the action or the d~Stermination made by the President

under Section 203 of the-Trade Act of 1974.

I think that may fall in the same category.

Senator Byrd. I think that there are other members

of the committee who are concerned with the sugar matter.

ALDER~SON R:PO'R7,NG CCOMPANY. 'NC.
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Senator Dole. Again, I discussed this with the Chairman.!

I know he is concerned about it. It just seems to some of us

that there would be a $240 million expense which woild be of

little help to the sugar prcducers or the consumers.

Senator Byrd. Are you seeking action from the committee

at this time?

Senator Dole. Again, I think there are other members

with a direct interest in this who are not here who probably

should be, such as Senator Talmadge and Senator Long.

Senator Byrd. Yes, there are other members who have a

direct interest and I think it wqvld be better if there were

more members present to consider this than are here at this

moment.

Is there any other business?

Senator Moynihan. Mr. Chairman, Senator Ribicoff

would like to be recorded as having voted against the Packwoodl

,Hoynihan amendment.

Mr. Stern. Mr. Chairm&n, I might menti6n that there

will be Trade Subcommittee hearings on July 13 and 14,

which will deal with a wjhole range of proposals. That is

really right after the recess. That might be the appropriate

time to take this up.

Senator Byrd. Would that be satisfactory to you,

-Senator Dole?

Senator Dole. That wouli be fine.

ALOERSON REFOR7!NG COM~PA4NY. INC.
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Thank you very much.

Senator Byrd. Is there any further business?

(No response.)

Senator Byrd. If not, this committee will stand in

recess at the call of the Chair.

(Whereupon, at 12:10 o'clock, p.m., the committes

adjourned, to reconvene upon the call of the Chair.) J

ALO0EFZ:ON IREPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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1025 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
AMERICAN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 293-3010

June 21, 1977

The Honorable Harry G. Byrd
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation
and Debt Management

417 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairman Byrd:

Re: S. 1538, "The Black Lung Benefits Reform
Act of 1977"

The American Insurance Association is a trade association of 147
property and casualty insurance companies whose members write 35 percent
of the nation's workers' compensation insurance. The Black Lung Benefits
Act is of particular significance to our member companies because it is
the first Federal law setting standards for the states in the field of
workers' compensation.

We are writing you to express our opposition to the concepts found
in S. 1656, sponsored by Senator Hansen, which would permit coal operators
to treat contributions to trusts established for the payment of black lung
benefits as ordinary current business expenses and exempt black lung
trust fund income from taxation. The American Insurance Association bases
its opposition on the belief that exempting black lung trust fund income
from taxation and Permitting coal operators to treat contributions to
these funds as ordinary current business expenses would (1) institute a
means by which large corporate entities can manipulate the trust fund
concept in order to realize substantial reductions in tax liabilities, and
(2) establish a dangerous precedent for future legislation designed to
create similar tax shelters for future liabilities related to other
liability systems.

Enactmient of the concepts found in S. 1656 would institute
a method by which coal operators can manipulate the trust
concept in order to realize substantial reductions in tax
liabilities.

There is no demonstrable need for tax incentives to encourage the
establishment of coal operator trust funds for the purpose of paying black
lung benefits. The Ways and Means Committee Staff Report'on the Disability
Insurance Program, July, 1974, states, at page 418:

FREDERICK D. WATKINS. CHAIRMAN B. P. RUSSELL. VICE CHAIRMAN MYRON OuBAIN, VICE CHAIRMAN T. LAWRENCE ONES, Pp- :
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The insurance industry has responded to the need for insurance
coverage for the black lung liability. We have received
verification from thirty-seven (37) private insurance carriers
and three (3) state funds reflecting coverages written in each
of the thirty (30) coal mining states on one thousand nine
hundred ninety-five (1,995) coal operators.

There is a clear distinction between permitting an exemption from
taxation for accured losses and permitting an exemption for contingent
liability. Presently, the property and casualty insurance industry
receives business expense deduction for benefits paid and for reserves
made on outstanding claims which have not reached final disposition.
The concepts found in S. 1656 would go far beyond this deduction by
permitting payments into an irrevocable trust for future, unforeseen
black lung claims to receive s.imilar consideration as an ordinary current
business expense.

.By allowing a tax deduction for future, contingent black lung payments,
a tremendous potential for manipulation of corporate income subject to
taxation is created. During years in which large profits are realized by
coal operators, large sums could be transferred into black lung trust
funds. Little or no monies could be channeled into the trust funds during
less profitable periods. There will be no correlation between corporate
income and taxation,,Oand tax deductions will not be based on the present
tax policy of permitting deductions for accrued losses and disallowing
deductions for future, contingent liabilities.

Enactment of the concepts found in S. 1656 Would create a
dangerous precedent for future legislation designed to
create similar tax shelters for future liabilities related
to other compensation systems.

The use of a trust fund mechanism to reserve monies for contingent
liability can be applied to any liability system. Other similar trust
fund mechanisms can be established by an individual who or corporate entity
which wishes to self-insure. Senator Culver has sponsored a bill, S. 1611,
which has been referred to the Finance Committee which would permit similar
deductions for additions to trust fund reserves for the payment of future
product liability losses.

A substantial drain on Federal revenues could result if insureds are
permitted similar business expense deductions for trusts established to
pay damages for other tort li'tility systems such as medical malpractice
and product liability.

For the abovementioned reasons, we urge that the concepts found in
S. 1656 not be included in the "Black Lung Benefits Reform Act" as reported
by the Senate Finance Committee. We urge the Finance Committee to consider
the concepts found in S. 1656 as a separate proposal in order tq give all
interested parties an opportunity to present their views.

Sincerely,

AJames L. Kimble
Associate Counsel

JEK/kor



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

NOTE TO: JAY CONSTANTINE

SUBJECT: UTILIZATION CONTROL LEGAL OPINIONS

The General Council's office has indicated that 'there is no single, -
written, comprehensive memorandum regarding the reduction in federal
payment for non-compliancia with section 1903(g). The memoranda which
exist include a four year history of our correspondence with the Comp-
troller General. and Representative John Moss (California) together with
concomitant legal opinions.

The Se'cretary made his decision based on these documents and significant
oral legal advice from high level officials. Additionally, the June 1
directive for the Comptroller General stating that

"...the certifying officer should not certify the letter of credit
authorizations unless he has a statement from the Secretary or his
designee that (1) there is on file with the SRS Regional Commissioner
showings required by 45 CFR 250.20, effective July 1, 1975, and (2)
the Secretary or his designee has found them to be satisfactory."

was another essential element in the development of the Secretary's de-
cision.

We are now developing a single, comprehensive stajement of the legal back-
ground and reasons for the Secretary's decision. I expect this will be
completed at the end of this week and I will send it to you then.

Best wishes,

Robert A. Derzon



COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

. * WASHINGTON. D.C. 2054e.

B-164031(3) June 1, 1976

The Honorable
The Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare

Dear Mr. Secretary:

At the request of the Chairman, Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
we have been monitoring the Department's progress in implementing
section 1903(g) of the Social Security Act which became effective
July 1, 1973. The Chairman has asked us to invoke the authority
contained in the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921, as amended (31 <
U.S.C. .41 et. seq.), and 31 U.S.C.'82c, to disallow payments for
long-term care in institutions made in the quarter starting July 1,
1976, if States do not submit showings of compliance as required by
section 1903(g)(1) and Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) regulations. *

This letter is to advise you of our procedures and to bring to
your attention the inadequacy of past HEW validation reviews under-
taken pursuant to section 1903(g)(2).

As you are aware, utilization review is the system used to
determine the appropriateness of care provided and to identify and
avoid overutilization of medical services. The original utilization
review requirements were added by the Social Security Amendments of
1967 which added section 1902(a)30, effective April 1, 1968. This
section required that each State Medicaid plan provi'de for utiliza-
tion review systems to safeguard against unnecessary use of mediEal
care and services and to insure that payments are not in excess of
reasonable charges consistent with efficiency, economy, and quality
care.

UTILIZATION REVIEW REQUIREMENTS OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF 1972

Section 1903(g) of the Social Security Act was added to that act
by section 207 of the Social Security Amendments of 1972, Public Law
92-603, 86 Stat. 1379. As enacted, section 207 is entitled "Incentives
for States to Establish Effective Utilization Review-Procedures Under
Medicaid.'j- de pqrporsjofCthe section is to provide disincentives to,,

7608010001 MWD-76-137
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discourage unnecessary prolonged stays in institutions. House Report
. 92-231, 92d Cong., 1st sess. 15 (1971).

S- As we have stated in numerous letters to the Chairman, Subcom-
mittee on Oversight and Investigations, House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce (see our letters of July 3, 1975, January 26, 1976,
and April 7, 4976, B-164031(3), copies of which have already been fur-
nished to you), the statute provides for a reduction in certain Federal
Medicaid payments to the States unless.they are able to demonstrate
that they have in operation an effective plan of utilization review, as
set forth in the statute. Unless the Secretary of HEW is satisfied by
the Itate's showing that it has adequate utilization review procedures
in effect, the Secretary has no choice but to impose the reductions set
forth in section 1903(g). o

Section 1903(g)(1) provides generally that after an individual has
received care as an inpatient in a hospital, skilled nursing facility,
or intermediate care facility beyond 60 days or in a hospital for menjPl
diseases beyond 90 days during any fiscal year, the Federal medical
assistance percentage with respect to amounts paid for any such care
furnished thereafter in the same fiscal year "shall be decreased" by
33-1/3 percent. This section provides further that the reduction shall
take place unless the State agency responsible for the administration
of the plan makes a.'howing satisfactory to the Secretary of HEW with

respect to each calendar quarter for which t) State submits a request
for payment of the full Federal assistance percentage for such addi-
tional services that there is in operation in the State an effective
program of control over utilization of institutional services.

Under the statute, State showings must include evidence that: -

"(A) in each case for which payment is made under the State
plan, a physician certifies at the time of admission, or, if
later, the time the individual applies for medical assistance
under the State plan (and recertifies, where such services
are furnished over a period of time, in such cases, at least
every 60 days, and accompanied by such supporting material,
appropriate to the case involved, as may be provided in regu-
lations of the Secretary), that such services are or were
required to be given on an inpatient basis because the
individual needs or needed such'services; and

"(B) in each suc case, such services were furnished under

a plan establishud and periodically reviewed and evaluated
by a physician;

- 2 -
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"(C) such State has in effect -a continuous program of review
of utilization pursuant to seC-tion 1902(a)(30) whereby the
necessity for admission and the continued stay of each patient
in such institution is periodically reviewed and evaluated
(with such frequency as may be prescribed in regulations of
the Secretary) by medical and other professional personnel
who are not themselves directly responsible for the care
of the patient or financially interested in any such in-
stitution or, except in the case of hospitals, employed by
the institution; and

"(D) such State has an effective program of medical review
of the care of patients in mental hospitals, skilled nursing
facilities, and intermediate care facilities pursuant to
section 1902(a)(26) and (31) whereby the professional manage-
ment of each case is reviewed and evaluated at least annually
by independent professional review teams."

HEW REQUIREMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTING
SECTION 1903(g)(1)

The former Commissioner of the Medical Services Administration issued
an Information Memorandum dated June 8, 1973, to State agencies administer7
ing approved medical assistance programs, advising them of their utiliza-
tion review responsibilities iin connection with the Social Security
Amendments of 1972. This memorandum stated that "a satisfactory showing"
by the State that it meets the requirements of section 207 of the Social
Security Amendments of 1972 must be evidenced by a certification to that
effect by the head of the State Medicaid agency each calendar quarter.

The Acting Administrator of the Social and Rehabilitation S.arvice
(SRS) issued an Information Memorandum dated August 22, 1974, to State

agencies administering approved Medicaid plans, adxtising them of the
requirements, timing, methods of theonsite review, and the criteria for
the Department's validation of State adherence to section 1903(g). This
memorandum stated that:

"To avoid imposition of the 33 1/3 percent reduction in
'FFP (Federal Financial Participation) for patients in
institutions over 60 or 90 days, at the beginning of each
quarter the State must submit to the SRS Regional Coim'is-

sioner a showing that it has in place an effective system
of control over utilization of institutional services.
Until further notice, a statement from the State agency
responsible for the adm,,inistration of the plan that it
meets the * * * UC (Utilization-Control) requirements is
acceptable as a satisfactory showing * *

-3
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Federal regulations (*45 CFR 250.20), effective July 1, 1975, state
in part that:

"the Federal medical assistance percentage with respect to
amounts paid for any such care furnished thereafter to such
individual in the same fiscal year shall be decreased
33 1/3 percentum unless the State agency responsible for the
administration of the plan makes a showing satisfactory to
the Administrator that, with respect to each calendae quarter
for which the State submits a request for payment at the full
Federal medical assistance percentage for amounts paid for -

inpatient hospital services (including tuberculosis hospitals),
skilled nursing facility services, or intermediate care facil-
ity services furnished beyond 60 days, or for inpatient mental
hospital services furnished beyond 90 days, there is in opera-
tion in the State.-an effective program of control over utili-
zation of such services.

(1) A satisfactory showing must be made by the State, in
the form prescribed by the Social and Rehabilitation Service,
that there is in operation an effective program of control
over utilization of institutional services providedunder the
plan which complies with the requirements of 250.18, 250.19,
250.23, and 250.24. Such a showing must be made for each
calendar quarter for which the State requests Federal finan-
cial participation at the full. Federal medical assistance
percentage for payments for institutiQnal services.

(2) The showing must include a description of the
methods used for assuring that records are available which
show the number of days each individual has received insti-

. tutional services, and such other information, records or
data as may be required by the Administrator."

CERTIFICATIONS NOT OBTAINED -

ON A IMELY BASIS

On November 20 and December 17, 1975, we visited HEW regional offices
in Region V (Chicago)and Region IV (Atlanta), respectively, and determined
that from 1 to 6 of the 10 required quarterly certifications (fiscal years
1974 anid 1975 and the first two quarters of fiscal year 1976) were not in
the regional office files for 13 of the 14 States in these regions. When
we-brought this matter to the attention of the SRS staff they directed
each of the 10 HEW regional offices to determine whether certifications
were missing and, if so to obtain the missing certifications from the
States. The HEW regior 1 office staffs determined that ri'ny State
certifications were not in the regional office files and took action to
obtain the missing.certifications.

-4-
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INADEQUATE SHOWINGS .

Current HEW regulations require that, effective July 1, 1975, the
States' quarterly showings must include a description of the methods
used for assuring that records are available that show the number of
days each.individual has received institutional services.

This provision was apparently added to require information on the
availability of records to compute the reduced matching payment for
long-term institutional care and would not in itself provide enough
additional information to imprpve the basis on which HEW makes its
findings of compliance. Nevertheless, certifications covering quarters
after July 1, 1975, which do not contain the information may not be
accepted as satisfactory showings.

Your letter of March 31, 1976, to the Chairman, Subcommittee on
Oversight and Investigations, House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, stated that you were in the process of revising the require-
ments for State quarterly certifications and showings, which will be
effective for the period April 1-June 30, 1976, and.othat you anticipate
receiving the revised certifications for that quarter during July 1976.

On April 8, 1976, during hearings before the Subcommittee, you
acknowledged that some showings submitted by the States have been inade-
quate but that the required reductions to the Federal matching payments
had not been made.

We'believe that the statute and legislative history are quite clear
in requiring that you reduce Federal matching paymints unless States

. . have made a satisfactory showing to you of compliance with the utiliza-
tion review requirements. Without such showings, it is our opinion that
full Federal matchin& payments are not auihorized, and this is to inform
you that in accordance with our statutory responsibilities under the
Budget and Accounting Act,.1921, as amended, we will disallow Medicaid
payments for long-term care in institutions made in the quarter begin-
ning July 1, 1976, to those States that have not submitted the required
certifications and showings which are satisfactory to you of compliance
with .the utilization review requirements.

Because the statute relates the required quarterly showing to a
State request for payment, exception will be taken to those letters of
credit certified to the Department of the Treasury that are issued as
a result of a State Quarterly Statement of Expenditures when such a
statement is not supported by the required certifications and showings
of compliance with section 1903(g)(1). This approach is based on our
understanding of the procedures followed to provide Federal financial
participation in State Medicaid costs which are as follows.

5-
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HEW advances funds to the States to pay Medicaid costs based on
outstanding award authority. The award, in turn, is based on the State
Quarterly Estimate of Expenditures (form SRS-DFM-65) as adjusted.

UEW liquidates advances' to-the States for quarterly Medicaid expendi-
tures based on the submission by the States of their Quarterly Statement
of Expenditures (form SRS-0A-41). For the purpose of 1903(g)(1), this
statement will be deemed to represent the "request for payment" for
which a satisfactory showing must be submitted. This statement is due
in the HEW regional office 30 days after the end of a quarter. The
SRS Regional Commissioner is required to determine the allowability of
a State claim for expenditures and forward his decision and supporting
material to the Division of State Grants Administration by the 45th day
following9 the end of the quarter. The Division reviews the data sub-
mitted by the Regional Commissioner, makes any adjustments considered
necessary, and computes the grant award (form SRS-DSGA-3 or 4). Copies
of the grant award are sent to the region, State, and the SRS Division
of Finance.

The Division of Finance records the award as an obligation and
records the award on the letter of credit control register to maintain
the.amount of the State undraiwn award balances. The authorized SRS
certifying officer or the aithorized certifying officer of the Depart-
mental Federal Assistance Financing System signs a letter of credit
(standard form 1193) to authorize a monthly deposit to the account of
the State at the Federal Reserve bank. The certifying officer certi-
fies to the Treasury that the payments are correct and proper for
payment.

For letters of credit authorizations which are prepared based on
Quarterly Statements of Expenditures submitted after July 1, 1976, the
certifying officer should assure himself that appropriate reductions
have been made to Medicaid long-term payments for States which have
not submitted required showings of compliance with section 1903(g).
The first Quarterly Statement of Expenditures required to be submitted

- after July 1, 1976, will be due July 30, 1976, and will be for the
period ending June 30, 1976. If such reductions have been made he
may certify the letter of credit authorizations.

If such deductions have not been made the certifying officer should
not certify the letter of credit authorizations unless he has a state-
ment from the Secretary or his designee that (1) there is on file with
the SRS Regional Commissioner showings required by 45 CFR 250.20,
effective July 1, 1975, and (2) the Secretary or his designee has found
them to be satisfactory.

-6-
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If no deduction has been made and these requisite statements are
not provided, the certifying officer should seek an estimate of the
.required reduction from the Secretary or his designee and reduct-the
letter of credit authorization by that amount.

Finally, absent all of the above, the ceritifying officer should
make a provisional deduction from the letter of credit authorization
of 15 percent of the expenditures for skilled nursing facilities and
intermediate care facilities shown on form SRS-OA(OFM)41.9 which is
required to be filed with the form SRS-OA-41 and certify for payment
only the remaining balance. This provisional deduction will be sub-
ject to adjustment on the basis of later calculation of the precise
amount volved.

The letters of credit certified to the Treasury without appropri-
ate reductions or evidence of assurance as outlined above will be
subject to a formal disallowance by our Office. The amount of the
disallowance will be estimated based primarily on the expenditures
for skilled nursing facilities and intermediate care facilities shown
on form SRS-OA(OFM)41.9.

VALIDATION SURVEYS I

In addition to the question of compliance with section 1903(g)(1),
we believe that HEW's implementation of the validation survey require-
ments of section 1903(g)(2) needs to be improved.

Section 1903(g)(2) of the statute provided for validation reviews
by the Secretar1of HEW. Specifically, th'is sectibn provided that:

"(2) The Secretary shall, as part of his validation
procedures under this subsection, conduct sample onsite

* surveys of private and public institutions in which re-
cipients of medical assistance may receive care and - --

services under a State plan approved under this title,
and his findings with respect to such surveys (as well
as the showings of the State agency required under this
subsection) shall be made available for public inspection."

-SRS conducted its first validation survey from October to December
1973 to evaluate the effectiveness of State utilization review systems
in effect during the first half of fiscal year 1974. The results of
that survey are presented in-the.following table

7



Number of States
Statutory requirement not in compliance

Physician certification 9
Physician recertification. 32
Plan of care 15
State system c'* facility

utilization review 26
Medical review by State 11

On January 24, 1975,.the Administrator, SRS, informed us that SRS
had limited capability with respect to validating the effectiveness of
State institutional utilization review systems in 1973. He stated that
the 1973 evaluation was a preliminary sample of State systems to allow
SRS to refine its techniques for evaluating State compliance. Accord-
ing to the Administrator, SRS did not penalize any State as a result
of this sample because SRS criteria for compliance was not specific.-
However, SRS obtained commitments from States to improve their systems
wnen evaluations disclosed problems.

SRS conducted a second evaluation from July to September 1974 to
evaluate the effectiveness of State utilization review systems in
effect during the last quarter of fiscal year 1974. The results of the
survey are presented in the following tabl't

Number of States.
Statutory requirement not in compliance

Physician certification 5
Physician recertification 7
Plan of care 6
State system of facility 2

utilization review- 23
Medical review by State 5

On March 14, 1975, the Administrator, SRS, asked the Assistant
General Counsel for Human Resources to approve a proposal prepared by
the Utilization Control Division which proviTed for reductions in pay-
ments to 10 States for noncompliance with section 1903(g). The Assist-
ant General Counsel informed the Commissioner on April 3, 1975, that
the proposed penalties presented various problems one of which was
that t~ie percentages calculated to determine compliance were totally
unreliable.

On June 17, 1975, the Commissioner and the Associate Administrator
for Management, SRS, sent a joint memorandum to the SRS Regional Comnis-
sioners requesting the regional staffs to recompute the utilization

-8-
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control data that was gathered during the survey of the last quarter
of fiscal year 1974 using the methodology included in the memorandum.
This memorandum asked that the recomputation be made because of dis-
cussions with HEW's Office of General Counsel.

During August 1975, the regional office recomputations were pro-
vided to the Utilization Control Division for its review. On August 27,
1975, the Commissioner forwarded his recomnendations to the Administra-
tor for reductions to 11 States, including 7 of the original 10, for
noncompliance with section 1903(g). On September 10, 1975, the Adminis-
trator requested that the General Counsel review the legal sufficiency
of the utilization control data and the Commissioner's recommendations
for reductions.

By memorandum dated October 24, 1975, to the Department's Acting
Deputy General Counsel, an HEW attorney pointed out, as his preliminary .
findings, many technical and legal problems in the recalculated utili-
zation control date for fiscal year 1974. The attorney then spent
4 weeks during October and November 1975 reviewing the utilization
review data for the last quarter of fiscal year 1974. By memorandum
dated December 19, 1975, the Acting General Counsel, HEW, informed
you of the many deficiencies identified in the data.

During your testimony of January 26, 1976, before the Subcommittee
on Oversight and Investigations of .the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, you stated:

(1) A reduction for noncompliance with section 1903(g) for fiscal
year 1974 could not be made against any State becaus of the
unreliability of the SRS survey and -

(2) A new survey was planned to commence in March 1976, to deter-
mine State compliance with selected aspects of utilization
control during fiscal year 1975.

The Acting Director of the Utilization Control Division informed
us that the validation survey of fiscal year 1975 compliance was
scheduled to start at the end of May 1976. An initial planning session
for the validation survey was held on April 6-8, 1976, and a final
training session to discuss the validation survey was completed on
May 20, 1976. He stated that the States and jurisdictiori have been
asked to prepare and submit certain data to the regional offices so
that the validation surveys can.start in the States by late July.



CONCLUSIONS

HEW has not received required certifications of compliance with
section 1903(g)(1) from all States. HEW has not reduced long-term
care payments as required, even though States have submitted inade-
quate certifications or failedto send in any certification. Accord-
ingly, we are advising you and the Secretary of the Treasury that we.
will disallow payments made in the absence of the required showings
for Quarterly Statements of Expenditures submitted on or after July 1,
1976. We will invoke the authority contained in the Budget and
Accounting Act, as amended, and the provisions of 31 U.S.C. 82c by
holding responsible the appropriate accountable officer or officers
of the Government in the event they make payments for long-term
care whith'have not been supported by required showings of compliance
and a statement by the Secretary or his designee that these showings
are satisfactory.

We recognize that the mere certification required to be submitted
by the States does not assure compliance with section 1903(g)(1).
Accordingly, we believe th-at it is imperative that you exercise your
.responsibilities to make more-timely and meaningful validation reviews
as required by section 1903(g)(2) to assure State compliance with the.
utilization contrad requirements.

Copies of this-letter have been sent to appropriate congressional
committees, the SRS Regional Commissioners, the Governors of the States
and jurisdictions, the appropriate HEW certifying officers and the
Secretary of the Treasury.

Sincerely yours,

ACTI1G Comptroller General
of the United States -

I-A
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20210

JUN 21 '1977 -

Honorable Harry F. Byrd
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Byrd:

This letter is for the purpose of clarifying cost estimates
related to S. 1538--the Black Lung Reform Act of 1977.

As you noted at the hearing on Jfine 17 befofe your
Subcomtittee, the original cost estimates provided by the
Congressional Budget Office and the preliminary estimates
made by the Department of Labor differed markedly in several
respects. After discussion with the Congressional Budget
Office, the.Department of Labor has recalculated its esti-
mates for the 5-year period--Fiscal 1978-1982. For purposes
of these estimates the annual average benefit for miners and
their survivors is assumed to be $3970 in Fiscal Year 1978
with 5% increases in subsequent years. In addition, all SSA
claims found eligible under the provisions of this bill will
be paid benefits retroactive to January 1, 1974. Department
of Labor claims found eligible under this bill will receive
retroactive benefits based on their year of filing under
Part C (no earlier than January 1, 1974). For retroactive
benefits back to 1974, as of October 1, 1977, the award is
$12,800. For benefits back to 1975 the award is $9,820 and
back to 1976 it is $6,400. It is assumed that 30% of the
claims filed under this bill will be completed in 1978, 40%
in 1979 and the backlog eliminated in 1980.

Section 2(b)

This provision would expand the definition of "miner"
and add 500 potential beneficiaries. The estimated cost
is $5.8 million.

Section 2(c)

Under this section, the Secretary of Labor will
promulgate new regulations regarding total disability.
These standards may not be as liberal as the interim med-
ical standards in certain respects. The exact effect of
the new standards is difficult to estimate since they have
not been developed. However, it was previously estimated
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that the impact of applying the interim standards to claims
denied by DOL would increase the DOL approval rate from
the current 7% to 37%, a difference of 30%. Based on the
assumption that the impact of the new standards will be
somewhere between the current and interim standards, we
estimate that at least 15% of the 'claims denied by DOL will *
be approved under this provision. We have also used the
same 15% assumption in relation to new claims that will be
filed through 1982. Since the SSA poptilation was denied
under the interim standards, it is assumed that the only
impact of this provision on that group would be caused by
the passage of time and the progression of ill health.
Therefore, to take account of these factors, it was esti-
mated that 5% of denied claims would be approved. Based on
these assumptions of the new beneficiaries, 24,200 will come
from the 258,000 denied claimant population under Parts B
and C and 7,500 from the estimated 54,000 new filings through
1982. The total cost is estimated to be $800.5 million.

Section 3

This section provides for the elimination of offsets to
workers' compensation benefits for the black lung program.
Based upon Social Security estimates, this would ,affect ap-
proximately 3,300 beneficiaries and would increase costs only
under Part B. Therefore, this provision will have no effect
on efther the Trust Fund or operator liability.

Section 4
j I1

This section requires the review of all claims denied
solely because the miner was working and prohibits the denial
of those claims solely on that basis. This provision, in and
of itself, will not increase the approval rate. Claims that
are determined to be approvable based on this review are
counted in other sections which provide the basis for their A
approval.

Section 5

This section provides that the Secretary of Labor shall
accept the opinion of a board-certified or board-eligible
radiologist with regard to the reading of a chest X-ray.
Our initial estimate was based on various assumptions gained
from current experience with reading and reviewing X-rays.
However, the Secretary will be given new authority under this
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bill to establish met-cal standards for testing and the
department plans to make a concerted effort to provide op-
,ortunities for physicians to obtain specialized information
~nd guidance regarding the diagnosis of pneumoconiosis. We
have therefore revised our estimates to take these factors
into consideration. In addition, it is assumed that all
X-rays will be read by radiologists. Within these parame-
ters, the number of positive readings will I. significantly
lower than assumed in our previous estimate. On the other
hand, it is assumed that the number of positive readings by
these radiologists will be slightly higher than is our cur-
rent experience utilizing expert readers. Based on these
assumptions, we estimate that 2% of the DOL denied and new
claims and 5% of the SSA denied claims will be approved. The
total number of new beneficiaries will be 8500--7700 from the
denied and pending DOL and SSA populations and 800 from new
filings. The total cost is estimated to be $250 million.

Section 6

This section both establishes the trust fund and clar-
ifies the conditions under which an operator can be found
liable for claims. Although identification of responsible
operators will be facilitated because of this section, the
establishment of the January 1, 1970 employment cutoff date
will significantly decrease the number of claims for which a
responsible operator will be sought. Under the current law,,
it is estimated that responsible operators can be identified
in 30% of approved claims. The cutoff date will reduce this
percentage to 20% in 1978 through 1980. The additional cost
to the trust fund due to this provision will be $11.3 million.

Section 7(b)

This section provides for an entitlement for widows of
miners who worked 25 years in the mines.'prior to June 30,
1971. Data on DOL denials have shown that 17.4 percent have
alleged 25 or more years of coal mine employment. Applying
this percentage to both the DOL and SSA widow denial popula-
tions, it is estimated that 3500 DOL sM!vivor claimants and
5100 SSA survivor claimants will be allowed under this
provision. Because the 25 years must have occurred before
June 30, 1971, the percentage applied to new claims was sig-
nificantly decreased to 5% of the prospective widow claimants,
resulting in an estimated 500 beneficiaries. The total cost
of this provision is estimated at $176.9 million.
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Section 7(i)

This section authorizes $10 million each year for
black lung clinical facilities. Thus, the total for the
5-year period is $50 million.

Section 8 g

This section authorizes the Aecretary of Labor to
establish necessary field offices to assist claimants
with filing and processing. The total cost is estimated
to be $14.8 million.

Total Costs i

The incremental costs of the provisions of the bill
for the 5 years from 1978 through 1982 is slightly over
$1.3 billion. This amount does not include estimates of
increased administrative costs as a result of this bill.
(Our preliminary estimates indicate that the administrative
costs will range from $15 to $20 million per year. These
costs will include the review of pending and denied cases
and transfer of cases to the Department of Labor from the
Social Security Administration.) In addition, there is a
current program cost of $181.3 Allion over the 5-year pe-
riod, a proportion of which will have to be assumed by-the
trust fund. Of the total of nearly $1.5 billion, respon-
sible operators will assume costs totalling $324.3 million.
Thus, the amount the trust fund will be responsible for
will be close to $1.2 billion. -

Since y,

Ar'ald Edisburg
Assistant Secretary
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON D C 20220

S5.S!5tNT SECREfTARY

Dear Mr. Chairman:

At the hearing on June 17 on S. 1538, the Black Lung
Benefits Reform Act of 1977, Senator Hansen mentioned his
interest in associating S. 1656, which he introduced on June 9,
with the black lung legislation. Since Senator Hansen's bill
was not on the agenda for the hearing, w% had not reviewed it
.before the hearing, but upon subsequent examination the Treasury
Department recommends that Senator Hansen's billPnot-be added to
or associated with the black lung legislation.

S. 1656 provides for the exemption from income tax of the
income of a trust set up by any person to satisfy his liability..
for benefits under the Federal bladk lung program in.the case of
claims filed on or after January 1, 1974. As Senator Hansen
pointed out when he introduced the bill, this is an exemption
for a self-insurance fund of a mining company.

Payments to any type of self-insurance fund are not uow
.deductible for income tax purposes; only the benefits paid out
by the self-insprer. This rule was podified when the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954 was enacted, but the 1954 revision was
reversed in 1955. The 1954 legislation provided that taxpayers
could deduct a reasonable addition to reserves for "estimated
expenses," that is, expenses which are attributable to the in-
come of the current year but, absent the reserve, would be deduct-
ible in a future year. The reversal of the 1954 legislation re-
sulted from the fact that it soon became apparent that the new
deduction would cause a revenue loss greatly in excess of that
originally estimated while there also would be extensive liti-
gation as to the reserves that'could be maintained. '

Senator Hansen's bill is quite narrow in scope relative
to the 1954 law which was to be applicable to all businesses for
any type of expense meeting the delayed payment concept set forth
in the law. But Senator Hansen's bill was introduced the same
day that Representative Whalen of Ohio introduced H.R. 7711 to
provide an exemption for self-insurance trusts set up to pay
product liability claims. Since the availability and cost of
several types of insurance, not only for black lung compensation
and product liability, has become a matter of concern in recent
years, the passage of one or both of the above-mentioned bills
would set a precedent for allowing the deduction of all self-
insurance reserves. And this in turn, would raise the question
as to why the broader reserve deduction provision originally in
the 1954 Code should not be reinstated.
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In the view of the implication for tax policy of Senator
Hansen's bill and the problems inherent in implementing a
deduction dependent upon actuarial assumptions, we recommend
that S. 1656 not be made part of or associated with the black
ung tax program. Any action looking toward the possibility of

-revi'sing the tax treatment of self-insurers requires a full
review of the scope of possible self-insuran erograms the
relationship of a deduction for self-insurance to other,
deductions for reserves for estimated expenses, and the revenue
implications of any such change.

Sincefely,

Donald C. Lubick
Deputy Assistant Secretary

The Honorable
Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
Room 417
Russell Senate-Ofc. Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

Z~g- 1041



CONTINUOUSLY CERTIFIED FACILITIES (4/1/76 - 3/31/77) AND
NUMBER OF PERIODIC ON-SITE INSPECTIONS NOT PERFORMED

NSTATE TAOQmL flM5-5itfs-R

Alabama .
'Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Guam
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana

* Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon -
Pennsylvania

8 0
NO PROGRAM
83 0

1,150 1.66
143 10
199 0
11 0
8 0

248 0
223 0
1 0

21 0
50 0

337 10
126 1
12 1
48 10
80 0
13 0
18 0

101 7
222 52
311 19
252 0
85 35
72 6
29 V 1
18 0
21 0

212 1
3 0

531 168
109 2
50 50*

332 183
3 0

42 0
388 17

NOTp~ea43 NOT
- iC-s R98-.~ M~-& R-s. -

21 0 0tb 0t -
12 1 1 0

123
360
36
56
21
8

107
262
0
12
58

475
355
405
334
112
198
134
121
493
28 6
544
136
13

218
18
61

213
34

255
112
25

378
349
146
171

Q
214
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
36
13
0
0
0
12
46

254
0
21
0
t.
0
0
1
0
31
2
0

207
0
0
9

3 .0
33 25
2 0
7 0
1. 0
0 0
4 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

18 0

0 0
3 0
4 0
2 0
0 0
4 0

10 4
15 1
10 0
8 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
1 0
6 0
0 0

39 0
4 0
2 2*

18 18-
3 0
4 0

20 2

* State conducted all inspections without physician being on-site

OTk
L9

O0
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Rhode Is1-and
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Source-of Information-- States'
for Quarter Ending 3/31/77.

Quarterly Showing Submittal

49
80
56
23

195
36
21
36

1245
29

322
20

95
59

103
180
745

$3
44

125
285
30

171
26

1
1
0
4
0
2
2
4
2
0

25
0

NOTE:

1, 1 -

0 -ii


